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Students localize
global issues

Events
Calendar

Stephen Philion, director
of the research group and professor of sociology, has been
part of the research group for
three years.
“I went to a conference
three years ago on immigration,” Philion said. “I thought,
‘What a great conference, but
what a shame that there aren’t
any immigrants participating or on the panels.’ Then I
thought, ‘Wouldn’t it be nice
to have a conference like this
that actually has immigrants
participating in the conference

Weeklong

Brenna Casey
BEAT REPORTER

SHUN JIE YONG / VISUALS EDITOR

Of Mexico’s population,
11 percent currently resides
within the borders of the
United States and has polarized the nation in its attempts
to manage the immigration
crisis.
Minnesota immigrants
and their allies came together
for the third annual “Global
Goes Local” conference held
last week. Hosting the conference was the Faculty Research
Group on Immigrant Workers
in Minnesota whose members
are current SCSU professors.

;MMGlobal / Page 5

Performers showcase traditional dances around the arbor.

Tuesday

Pow-wow brings
tradition to SCSU
Ramona Marozas
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

SCSU’s American Indian Center brings
American Indian traditions to college in
the only pow-wow which takes place in St.
Cloud. The purpose of the AIC is to re[XWVL\W\PM[MTNQLMV\QÅMLVMML[IVLOWIT[
of the current American Indian students
and communities alike.
“There are so many tribes here in the
United States. It’s important to realize the
differences and similarities of each tribe,”
said Jim Knutson-Kolodzne, director of
AIC and member of the Little River Band
of Ottawa Indians. “There’s six hundred
different cultures of American Indians here
in the United States.”
According to Mindy Morgan in “RedeÅVQVO\PM7RQJ_M+TI[[ZWWU"1VLQOMVW][
Language Programs within Large Research
Universities”, non-tribal educational
systems should start incorporating American Indian languages into schools through
more innovative ways.
“This includes accepting new visions
for the university classroom — visions that
include fewer chalkboards and more dance
arenas,” Morgan said.
Speaking traditional languages in ceremonies is important and allows languages
to persist. Morgan says universities must
strive for community involvement. The
prayers said at the pow-wow were all in
American Indian languages.

Ceremony

Before any dancing begins, a prayer is
said and people respectfully remove their
hats for a grand entry. The grand entry is
an opening to the ceremony and the smell
of burnt sage is strong, then the heartbeat
of the drum echoes in a swirling circle
reaching all corners of the building.
There’s an arbor at the center, a ceremonial structure in the form of a giant
dream catcher, which is danced around.
The circle is a very important symbol in
American Indian culture. Its meaning is

really endless, representing the circle of life,
the medicine wheel and drums.
There are also different types of drumming songs, some in American Indian
languages, English and vocables. Vocables
are made-up words that have no meaning
but are still very powerful.
Just as there are different types of drumming songs, there are also different styles of
dance. There are six styles of dance, three
styles of men’s dance and three styles of
women’s dance. The men’s styles of dance
are traditional, fancy and grass.
Most traditional dancers wear eagle
feathers on their headdress, which is called
a bustle. Their dance looks like they are
out hunting for prey or in a battle. Fancy
dancers’ eagle feathers are colorful and
they usually wear two bustles. They have
to be very athletic to move on beat to a fast
song and in good shape to wear two bustles.
The bustles are made to look very colorful,
detailed and attention grabbing.
In the oldest type of dance, the grass
dance, dancers wear a lot of fringe and do
not wear any bustles on their backs. Their
UW^MUMV\[IZM[]XXW[ML\WJMÆ]QLTQSM
grass and should look like grass blowing in
the wind, according to American Indian
Studies Professor at SCSU Jeanne Lacourt,
a member of the Menominee Indian Tribe
of WI.
<PMLIVKMZ[[\WUXI[QN ÆI\\MVQVO\PM
grass in the prairie, which was done traditionally to make room for dances. It was the
job of the grass dancer to dance the grass
down so people can gather. This tradition
is still carried on today at some pow-wows,
like the Lower Sioux Indian Community.
There are three different styles of women’s dance. There is traditional, fancy shawl
and jingle. The traditional women dancers
wear buckskin or cloth such as satin or wool
and usually are holding fans. They make
subtle movements and carry their shawls.
They bow, raise their hands or fans during
honor beats. Honor beats are drum beats

;MMPow-wow / Page 5
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Kendra Meinert, Jerry Gloe and Sally Waterman
speak on the role of social media in journalism.

1L[RQZLQVßUVW
amendment award
Joe Edmonds
COPY EDITOR

The First Amendment
Forum, hosted in the Atwood
Little Theater, highlighted the
changing world of journalism,
as well as presenting New York
Times reporter Ron Nixon
with an award.
The forum began with an
intro and welcome by SCSU
faculty Mark Mills and Michael Vadnie. They introduced
\PMÅZ[\XIVMTUWLMZI\WZ
Becky Beyers, SCSU alumni
and former editor-in-chief of
the University Chronicle.
<PMÅZ[\XIVMT_I[
comprised entirely of SCSU
alumni and focused on each
person’s journey into the world
of professional journalism,
as well as how the university
shaped the way they report.
The title of the panel was
“The Way We Were,” paying
homage to Tom Brokaw’s book
of the same name.
The panel was composed
of Kendra Meinert, feature
editor of the Green Bay
Press-Gazette; Jerry Gloe,
regional sales director of ECM
Publishers, Inc.; Sally Waterman, advertising director for
MinnPost and John Murray,
executive director for the Upper Midwest Emmy Chapter.
Each panelist described how

;+;=QVÆ]MVKML\PMU
“It all started here at St.
Cloud,” Murray said. “Whatever you read in [my] bio
about the career all developed
from the work ethic and fun
that I had here.”
The panelists went on to
describe the atmosphere that
journalism currently sits in
and it’s competitive nature.
Gloe described some of his
experiences working in print
advertising and some of the
ways it has changed.
“We’re not selling print
anymore,” he said. “We’re selling audience.”
The panel went on to
discuss how the rise in social
media trends have effected
the news room and how it has
sped up the rate at which the
news can be distributed.
“There’s that constant
pressure to get [the story] out,
and get it out now,” Meinert
said. “You really have to try to
stay true to the quality.”
Following the panel was
a presentation from Ron
Nixon. Nixon has been doing
investigative reporting on
many topics, ranging from the
uprisings of the Arab Spring
to deciding whether pizza is
a vegetable. The topic of his

;MMForum/ Page 5

Asmus shares knowledge, experience on organic foods
Autumn Hamberg
STAFF WRITER

If you’ve ever wondered exactly what constitutes organic food and what makes it important,
look no further than Melinda Asmus of Good
Earth Food Co-Op.
Asmus, the store’s general manager, came
to campus on Tuesday to share her knowledge
about organic foods and how important consuming it is for one’s health and the environment.
This conference, called “Organic Foods:
What are they and why are they important?”
was in the Glacier South room in Atwood where

INSIDE

News.........1-6
Opinions...........7
Marquee.....8-10
Sports........12-16

a small group of faculty, staff, students, and community members attended.
Among attendees was Sandra Wilson, a
transfer student new this semester.
“I came because I want to eat more healthy
and organic food. I want to learn more,” Wilson
said.
Asmus, being the General Manager, is in
charge of the day-to-day functions of the Good
Earth Food Co-Op. She has worked for this
particular Co-op for 15 years, but her involvement with organic living began when she lived in
California.
“It probably started when I volunteered at a

Football ties at 29

Adventure Week
Time varies
This event is free and
open to the public and
will take place around
campus. Events include
a slack line party, rock
climbing, mountain
biking and a canoe trip.

co-op there,” Asmus said.
Recently, she has contributed to the major
expansion of the Good Earth Food Co-Op here
in St. Cloud, which added additional space for
community rooms and an expanded deli to the
current location.
Lalita Subrahmanyan, a member at the
Good Earth Food Co-Op and a member of
CELT recruited Asmus to present. CELT
(Center for Excellence in Teaching and Learning) worked with SCSU on the Move to bring
Asmus to this event. This is one event amongst

;MMOrganic / Page 5
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In the culmination of
their spring practices,
Husky Football teams
tied at 29 with special scoring.

Eat your words

Student Research
Colloquium
12:30 - 4:30 p.m.
This event is free
and open to the
public and will take
place all around
Atwood. Students will
present their posters,
powerpoints and will
perform in Atwood
during the 15th year of
the colloquium.

Thursday
Truth March and
Speak Out! for
Education
11 a.m.
This event is free and
open to the public
and will take place
between Atwood and
the Performing Arts
Center. Students will
march in this event for
greater state funding
in higher education.
This event is sponsored
by the Sociology
and Anthropology
department.

SCSU Annual
Alumni Association
Awards Ceremony
and Reception
3 - 4:30 p.m.
This event is free and
open to the public
and will take place at
the Atwood Theater
lounge. This event will
highlight the alumni,
friends and employees
of the university that
demonstrate the highest
standard of integrity
and character.
Page 8
Edible Book Fes\Q^ITÅTT[[\WUIKP[
and brains.
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Meet the Student
Story by John Russett
Photos by Shun-Jie Yong

Hassett/Lerdahl
Most important issues

Lerdahl

“I think number one on our platform is
Husky pride. Our main thing we want to focus
on is making sure students know they’re Huskies
because there are some students who don’t even
know what our mascot is. Which is really sad
… but I think for the most part the university
doesn’t really put much of an emphasis on
Husky pride. Along with that, one of our main
goals is within two years is to have a homecoming week back here at SCSU. And I think
that’s very plausible and I think throughout our
term we can help lay the groundwork through
our leadership and the leadership of Student
Government, for a homecoming to come back
at SCSU within two years.”

Hassett

“Obviously Husky pride is one thing, but
_Q\P\PI\aW]¼ZMOWQVO\WÅ`ITW\WN \PMXZWJlems the administration is trying to focus on
IVL1LWV¼\[MM\PMU[]KKMMLQVO_Q\P[XMKQÅcally enrollment. Enrollment has been decreas-

ing. Unfortunately, if you look historically, as
I’ve noted before, 18 years ago there were less
people born than there were prior to that. So,
naturally, enrollment is going to go down. And
I think with the university looking to improve
enrollment I think by improving Husky pride,
for instance when you walk out on campus and
you know you’re at SCSU and people are proud
to be here, that’s going to follow through with
enrollment. When people come to visit this
campus and they look around and they’re like,
‘Holy cow this is full of pride, full of spirit,’ it’s
OWQVO\WZMÆMK\WVMVZWTTUMV\)VL\PI\¼[OWQVO
\WÅ`IP]OMXZWJTMU\PMZMº
“Otherwise some of the other issues we’ve
JMMVLQ[K][[QVOIZMLMÅVQ\MTaSQVLWN I»OW
green’ atmosphere. Some of the buildings
individually have been doing it and I want to see
\PMZM[\WN[XMKQÅKITTa\PMIKILMUQKJ]QTLQVO[
NWTTW_[]Q\_Q\P\PM_I\MZJW\\TMZMÅTTQVO[\Itions and the toilets which are now in Atwood,
_PQKPIZMVWVÆ][P\WQTM\[<PMa[I^M
gallons of water a year. When you turn around
and look at the impact you can have within one
bathroom, small things like this through the

rest of the buildings on campus can completely
turn around your budget and the impact you’re
making on the economy and nature is just
phenomenal.”

Lerdahl

“I would say the third main goal is safety.
Now that the university has really helped, in
the city, cut down on drinking... safety on and
around campus has started to dwindle. So one
of our other major things is to help students
feel safe. One of the ways we want to do this
Q[\WLM^MTWXI[INM_ITSXZWOZIU<PQ[_W]TL

involve, hopefully, students as well as Public
Safety, but hopefully, more students signing up
to actually walk students around campus to a
LWZUIJ]QTLQVO_PI\M^MZQ\UIaJM<PMV
eventually, hopefully, we can take it off campus
into the neighborhoods as well. We would like
to see some more lighting go up in the south
side neighborhoods. We would like to see some
of the emergency light posts upgraded to have
LED lights on the top so they’re more visible
and also the speakers to be upgraded so they
KIVJM][MLI[UI[[VW\QÅKI\QWV[a[\MU[QN 
there’s an emergency on campus.”

Experience
Lerdahl

¹?MJW\PPI^MM`XMZQMVKMWV;\]LMV\
Government, but for me personally it will be,
I’ve been on Student Government as the Chair
of [the] Communication Committee for...a
aMIZ\PQ[NITT)[NIZI[W\PMZM`XMZQMVKM1PI^M
IXTM\PWZIWN TMILMZ[PQXM`XMZQMVKM1_I[\PM
president of my fraternity. I held several other
positions in that organization. I was a member
of the University Ambassadors, I’ve represented
the university at major events. I’ve also have a
heavy background in community service and
^WT]V\MMZQVO_Q\PVWVXZWÅ\WZOIVQbI\QWV[1

know the hectic environment, I know the fast
pace. So really anything could come at me, in
a fast-paced environment and I’m ready for
Q\JMKI][M1PI^M\PI\M`XMZQMVKM1PI^M\PM
knowledge to handle it.”

Hassett

“As far as Student Government is concerned, I started with Student Government
about three years ago. I did my thing as a
college senator for the College of Education, I
was on the dean search committee when they

were hiring the new dean. And then I went on
and switched majors and went to the College of
Social Science, which was perfect timing for that
»KI][M1_I[IJTM\WM`XMZQMVKM\PM_PWTM\PQVO
where they cut the entire school. Otherwise I
did a semester on the Judicial Council, which
is kind of the governing body of the Student
Government, kind of a behind the scenes sort
WN \PQVO1LQLÅ^MaMIZ[IK\Q^ML]\a5IZQVM
Corps. I now have 11 years military service
\W\IT[W1¼^MLMÅVQ\MTaMVRWaMLUa\QUM\PMZM
As far as leadership ability, I’m clearly wellrounded. I enjoy taking charge, I enjoy seeing

results and getting things done. Other than that,
same thing, I started my freshman year as president of the SOC Club (Students Organized for
Change), which was a little, kind of, jumping the
gun because I wasn’t sure how to be a student
again, coming back, since I was 26 years old
when I started. But it was kind of a jump start
and now I’m vice president of another student
organization and staying involved. I enjoy a lot
of volunteer work, I enjoy a lot of philanthropy.
Just staying active and maintaining my hectic
work schedule along with school.”

Wiggins/Muerhoff
Experience
Wiggins
“I was a senator, I was the Academic Affairs
KPIQZIVLVW_1¼U\PM5;=;)KIUX][KWWZdinator. So I’ve done lots of policy work and
lobbying efforts at the state legislature.”

Muerhoff

Most important issues
Wiggins
¹<PMUW[\QUXWZ\IV\Q[[]MJaNIZQ[\]Q\QWV<]Q\QWVQVKZMI[M[I\\PMUI`QU]U\PI\Q\KIV
M^MZaaMIZ_PQKPQ[XMZKMV\<PQ[VM`\aMIZQ\¼[OWQVO\WJMXMZKMV\1\¼[VQKM\W[MM
them attempting to help us out, but it’s not enough. So we really need to reach out to the state
legislatures and even the federal legislatures and say ‘we need help, this is ridiculous.’ We’re
getting to the point where students are graduating with more debt than they are going to
UISMQV\PMQZÅZ[\aMIZ)VLQ\¼[[KIZa1\¼[ZMITTa[KIZa#M[XMKQITTa_PMV\PMZMIZMVW\ITW\WN 
jobs out there.”
“But I guess, more on campus, things that students would see faster, I think, are our advising initiatives. We want to make advising better. We think that would help with your overall
KW[\[QN _MKIVOM\aW]W]\WN PMZMY]QKSMZJMKI][MaW]¼ZMJMQVOIL^Q[MLXZWXMZTaIVLÅVLQVO
OZMI\QV\MZV[PQX[<PI\_QTTLMÅVQ\MTaPMTXW]Z[\]LMV\[º

Muerhoff

“Just to touch on advising, too, I know that a lot of students aren’t aware that a restructure
happened, or there has been restructuring of the majors. It’s a struggle for people to get out
WN PMZMQVNW]ZaMIZ[?MIZMINW]ZaMIZQV[\Q\]\QWV#XMWXTM[PW]TLJMOZIL]I\QVO_Q\PQVNW]Z
years.”
“We really, also, want to focus on green initiatives. Something we’re looking into is just the
[UITT\PQVO[aW]KIVLW\WUISMQ\UWZMMNÅKQMV\7VMWN \PMXQTTIZ[WN ;+;=Q[[][\IQVIJQTQ\a
and we should be sustainable as a campus. So we’re looking into things like … going water
JW\\TMNZMMPI^QVOVWXTI[\QK_I\MZJW\\TM[;\2WPV¼[;\*MV¼[5IKITM[\MZPI^MITTLWVM\PI\
and it’s something a lot of students have an interest in. So we’re just doing small things like that.

¹5aM`XMZQMVKMQ[[QUQTIZ1[MZ^MLI[I
senator at large and this year I’m the Legislative Affairs chair. So I work, very similarly, with
what Jarrod does at the state level, [it’s] just I
represent St. Cloud. And I’ve also served as the
MTMK\QWVKPIQZ[W1KIVLMÅVQ\MTa[aUXI\PQbM
with the guy who is running this election.”
“I wouldn’t run if I wasn’t running with
Jarrod. I think as a team we bring so much to
the table. We’ve together, collaboratively, on so

many projects. I don’t think, if it were a different partner, I would be doing this.”

Wiggins
“I’ve been saying the same thing. We,
combined have a little over 4 years of Student
/W^MZVUMV\M`XMZQMVKMQV^IZQW][ZWTM[NZWU
senators, to chairs, to the state student association coordinator. We’ve worked closely together,
we’ve seen many different issues come up.
;W_MNMMT_MPI^MISQVLWN IOWWLUQ`WN 
M`XMZQMVKM\MIU_WZSIVLR][\SQVLWN \PM[SQTT[
needed to move us forward.”

Even having eco-friendly vending machines, making small changes to technology on campus so
\PI\\PMaKIVIK\]ITTa[TMMX\PMKWUX]\MZ[VW\PI^M\PMVZ]VVQVOPW]Z[CILIaE<PQVO[TQSM
that, just the little small things that are really going to make a huge difference in the long run.”

Wiggins
“Hannah and I are fortunate enough to have a really good relationship with Representative
Banaian. He’s an economics professor here on campus and he’s our state representative. He wrote a
\M`\JWWSXQMKMWN TMOQ[TI\QWV\PQ[XI[\aMIZ\PI\_W]TLZMY]QZMXZWNM[[WZ[\WVW\K][\WUQbM\M`\JWWS[
WZZMY]QZMIJ]VLTM\WJMX]ZKPI[ML_PQKPQ[IVI_M[WUMÅZ[\[\MX*]\\PMZM¼[ITW\UWZM_WZS
to do and he’s willing to work with us and really let us help him shape the future of higher education. So we have a good connection that we can get into the legislature with but then we need to
reach out to a broad base of representatives and senators and say, ‘You campaign that we’re the
N]\]ZMIVL\PI\PQOPMZML]KI\QWVQ[QUXWZ\IV\J]\\PMVaW]OM\QV\WWNÅKMIVLaW]LWV¼\JIKSQ\]X¼
because we sit and talk about things like Vikings stadiums. Let’s prioritize higher education, and
TM\¼[UISMQ\WVMWN \PMÅZ[\\PQVO[\PI\_MLQ[K][[IVL\PI\_MOM\\PMJ]LOM\QVO]VLMZKWV\ZWT
?MSVW_Q\¼[M`XMV[Q^MQ\¼[IJQOUIKPQVMJ]\_MZMITTaVMMLPMTX1\KIV¼\JMX]\WV\PMJIKS[WN 
students year after year. And at the same time students need to step up to make sure we’re getting
more students to vote so that they [legislatures] are more receptive of our message. If students
aren’t voting and saying they care about the political process it’s hard for a legislature to listen to us.
;W_MZMITTaPI^M\WOM\\PM^W\MW]\VM`\aMIZº

Muerhoff

“We show them we take it seriously so that we can be taken seriously and they just need to be
prioritizing us.”
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Government candidates
Amisi/Reitan
Experience
Amisi

Most important issues
Amisi

“I think high tuition and book prices.
<PI\_W]TLJMWVMº

Reitan

“I think one is graduating on time …
1\¼[LMÅVQ\MTaWVMWN \PMJQOOM[\Q[[]M[IVL
ÅVLQVO_Ia[\W_WZSIZW]VL\PI\4QSMNWZ
my major, I’m required to take two years
of a language. What if I transferred here
QV\PM[XZQVO1KIV¼\\ISM\PMÅZ[\TM^MT
until that fall which means I’m pushing
everything back a semester. What can
_MLWIJW]\\PI\#KIV_MWNNMZQ\QV\PM
summer, can we offer this, just opening
a conversation … So there’s that gap in
communication where some of the reasons
we’re not graduating is we don’t know the
ZMY]QZMUMV\[<PMIL^Q[MZ[UQOP\SVW_\PM
requirements but there isn’t that communication. So I think that’s another big issue.
<]Q\QWVQ[IJQOQ[[]M:Q[QVO\]Q\QWV
rising tech fees, all those other fees that we
have are going up … I think the other big
concern, once again, these are all concerns

\PI\Q\¼[PIZLNWZIKMZ\IQVXMZ[WV\WÅ`AW]
can’t just all of a sudden say we’re going
\WPI^MTW_MZ\]Q\QWV<PMW\PMZJQOQ[[]M
\PI\1ZMITTa[MMQ[ÅVLQVORWJ[IN\MZOZIL]ation … I know some people that utilize
Career Services, I worked with them all last
semester … there’s very few students who
go there to utilize that. And the students
who do, a lot of them end up getting
internships. It doesn’t guarantee a job, but
UIaJMM`XIVLQVO\PW[M[MZ^QKM[°4QSM
\PM+IZMMZ.IQZ°;W_MVMML\WÅO]ZMW]\
other ways to work around these issues so
students can graduate on time. It’s all interrelated, so when tuition goes up you have
to work more. When you’re working more
you can’t study as much, you might fail a
class and you have to repeat that class and
you’re going to be here longer. All that afNMK\[aW]Z/8)IVLUISM[Q\PIZLMZ\WÅVL
a job. And there [are] small steps you can
take ... Working with all that together so we
can cohesively start to change the cycle in a
positive way.”

¹<PQ[XW[Q\QWV\PI\1¼UZ]VVQVONWZ1
used to hold in my previous college, that’s
:WKPM[\MZ+WUU]VQ\aIVL<MKPVQKIT
College … I started as a senator at large
and then I became the VP and instead of
VM`\Z]VVQVONWZXZM[QLMV\1ZMITQbML\PMZM
was someone better for that and the school
[]OOM[\ML1OW\W5;+;)_PQKPQ[\PM
[UITTMZ^MZ[QWVWN 5;=;))VL_Q\PUa
M`XMZQMVKMNZWU\PMZM1]VLMZ[\IVLPW_
to lobby because I’ve done it several times
at the state level. I’ve worked with, I think,
the majority of senators in the state. And
we went to D.C., too, to work for the Pell
Grant with Senator Klobuchar, Representative Bachmann and we were there
an entire week. And that’s how the entire
XZWOZIUWN 8MTT/ZIV\[JMKIUMM`MUX\
for last year and now we’re hitting that
shortfall.
When I look at the number of people
who depend, or rely on Pell Grant alone,
Q\¼[UWZM\PIV°\PI\¼[ZMITTaITW\
And seeing the shortfall that has just happened … many people will be forced either
\WÅVLVM_[W]ZKM[WN QVKWUM\WIKKWUUWLI\M\PMM`XMV[M[WZ\WLZWXJMKI][M
\PMaR][\KIV¼\INNWZLQ\<PMW\PMZ\PQVO
that would come out of that would be
KWVLQ\QWVITQ\a<PMZM_W]TLJMUWZMKWVLQtions in order to qualify for a small amount
of money … So competition will increase,
M[XMKQITTaNWZ[\]LMV\[_PWLWV¼\PI^MI
/8)<PQ[Q[I[\I\M[KPWWT5W[\[\]LMV\[
are not coming from a rich family. And I’m
_WZZQMLIJW]\Q\JMKI][MNZWUUaM`XMZQence the work [we have] to do is work I’ve
done in the past … And we brought the
^MZa[IUMQLMI\W5;+;)_PQKP_W]TL
JMPMZM5;=;)?MLQLV¼\\Za\WKWVvince that them it was paramount, but we
persuaded them that they had an interest
in it.”

Reitan

¹<PQ[Q[UaÅZ[\aMIZPMZMI\;\+TW]L
and in this student government. I was in
London all last year for school. We had
a Student Government, but our school
PILIJW]\UIaJM[\]LMV\[[WW]Z
student government was just a group of
three friends. So I didn’t have any student
OW^MZVUMV\M`XMZQMVKMW]\[QLMWN \PQ[aMIZ
1\PQVSIKW]XTM\PQVO[WVM#1PI^MPIL\PM
TMILMZ[PQXM`XMZQMVKM
I was the co-layout editor for our school
newspaper … Last semester I was the
recruitment coordinator for the Career
Development Club and I’ve been involved
in UPB all last semester. So I know I have
the leadership skills to be able to do that. I
know that with the stuff I’ve accomplished
I have the drive, the follow through. And I
R][\\PQVSITTWN UaM`XMZQMVKM[QV\PMXI[\
like being forced to be independent all last
aMIZIVL\PW[MM`XMZQMVKM[IVL\PMLQNNMZMV\K]T\]ZM[1¼^MM`XMZQMVKML_Q\PJMQVO
able to come back and we really all are all
the same.
It’s those sorts of things that I can bring
to the table. We both have very different
things that make us good for our positions.
I think it’s good we don’t just have the
[IUMM`XMZQMVKMWV\PM;\+TW]L;\]LMV\
Government. I think, even though other
candidates may have been on Student
Government here longer we have been
able to accomplish a decent amount while
we were on Student Government here.
<PMKWUUQ\\MM1¼UWV\PM+WV[\Q\]tion Committee, has been able to change
numerous things about our bylaws and the
constitution that actually have had a really
good impact. Like with students having to
contact student organizations … going to
talk to the aviation program, going to talk
to people about different resolutions that
we’ve brought up … It shows that even
though I haven’t been here for a long time
that we do have the ability to learn fast the
things that we don’t know.”

Garland/Nielsen
Experience
Nielsen

“I think for me, I’ve been a senator for
this whole semester now and when Nick
IXXZWIKPMLUMIJW]\Z]VVQVO\PMÅZ[\
thing I thought of was the fact that being
as we both have military background we’ve
both dealt with having to make quick,
smart decisions. And make decisions that
IZMOWQVO\WJMVMÅ\I[UITTOZW]XQ\¼[UWZM
about making decisions that are going to
help everybody and the whole.
And with that knowledge we bring I
think it actually strengthens our Student
Government and one of the big things
we’re pushing for is basically to allow
students to know they are adults and the
school and the institution need to realize
that. And I think, as of right now, you don’t
really see that.”

Garland

“For me, as far as Student Government
goes, I’m a chair in Student Government.
I’ve been the Student Constitution Review
Chair all year. A big thing for me is removQVOKWZZ]X\QWV<PI\¼[_PI\UaRWJQ[Q[
making sure that there is no corruption in
our policies, also leading other senators.
)[NIZI[W\PMZM`XMZQMVKM[1¼U\PM
TMOQ[TI\Q^MWNÅKMZNWZ\PM;\]LMV\>M\MZIV[
7ZOIVQbI\QWV5QTQ\IZa#1PILTMILMZ[PQX
throughout my military career. I had plenty
of people who worked for me. I’ve earned
\PMQZZM[XMK\#Q\_I[V¼\TQSM1KWUUIVLML
them because I was a higher rank. Some

of them were even the same rank or higher
than me sometimes. And I’ve earned their
respect.
I worked well with them, it wasn’t them
working for me, it was working with them
that’s the big thing. Before the military I
was the vice president for the Becker Dollars for Scholars. I wasn’t, actually, even
planning on going to college at the time.
It was just something I got involved with,
raising money for my fellow classmates that
were going to go to college. I knew I wasn’t
going to make it at the time. I was going
to go to the military ... Some of my other
_WZSM`XMZQMVKM#1][ML\WJMILM[QOVMZ
or a builder, then a designer at a ... plant in
Becker. And for me it was just work hard,
work hard, work hard. I started out buildQVOIVL_Q\PQV[Q`UWV\P[1ITZMILaPILUa
W_VWNÅKM1_I[UISQVO[]ZM\PQVO[_MZM
getting done the right way and everything
_I[I[MNÅKQMV\I[XW[[QJTMIVL\PI\¼[IVW\PMZJQO\PQVONWZ][Q[MNÅKQMVKa?M_IV\
to make sure that Student Government is
MNÅKQMV\IVL_WZSQVONWZ\PM[\]LMV\[
You know we want to make sure the
senators and other chairs are getting out
there and contacting students. We don’t
want it to just be a meeting that nobody
knows about and doesn’t affect students
which sometimes it can get that way. I’m
sure everybody knows that and I think we
_IV\\WUISMQ\MNÅKQMV\IVLZMITTaJZQVO]X
communication and still let the university
know we’re not there for the university,
we’re there for the students.”

Most important issues
Garland

¹<PZMMUIRWZQ[[]M[1\PQVSXMZ[WVITÅnance for students. Students come here and they
don’t have a lot of money most of them have to
\Za\W_WZSIVLW]ZNMM[IZMOWQVO]X<PMa¼ZM
OWQVO\WJMOWQVO]X\PQ[aMIZIVLNWZVM`\aMIZ
I think that’s one big issue. Another one is the
fees. After they’re taken out, some of it’s really
JMQVO_I[\ML1\PQVS5;=;)Q[ZMITTaLWQVOI
XWWZRWJ\PMaVMML\W[\MXQ\]X<PMa¼ZM_I[\QVOW^MZ IaMIZWV_PI\'<PMaKW]TL
be setting up some programming to raise money
for different scholarships.
Instead they take that money from students
and then they give it back out. It’s more like
a lottery than actually giving students money
IVLTWJJaQVO<PMaKW]TLX]\UWZMUWVMaQV\W
lobbying if they really wanted to. I know they’re
VW\X]\\QVO QV\WQ\1_I[TWWSQVOI\

\PMQZJ]LOM\<PMZMIZMITW\WN \PQVO[\PMa
could be doing differently. I guess the third one
is just that we’re not treated as adults here. You
know, we’re thought of by the campus as young
students, that we don’t know what we’re doing
and we come here and anytime we bring up a
major issue they just think they can wait us out.
In three or four years this student will be
gone, don’t worry it’s not going to be an issue
anymore and I think we need to bring that kind
of awareness up to the campus that we are not,
high school students we are adults going to colTMOM5W[\WN \PM[\]LMV\[PMZMIZMW^MZ\PMIOM
of 18. I don’t know about the military that you
went to but the military I went to, an 18 year
WTL[Q\\QVO\PMZM_Q\PIV5WZTI]VKPQVOI
missile: I’d say that’s pretty adult to me. So those
are probably the three biggest issues I see.”

For the full interviews, go to
www.universitychronicle.net
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Pow-wow
Lame Deer trip
was ‘life-changing’ Continued from Page 1
5MO1[MZTW\P
ONLINE EDITOR

For the past 17 years,
student volunteers from SCSU
have taken an 11-hour road
trip to Lame Deer, Montana
to work with the Boys and
Girls Club of America on the
Northern Cheyenne Reservation. For a full week, volunteers
work as extra helping-hands
around the reservation, mainly
with children of all age groups,
as they learn the culture of the
Northern Cheyenne people.
This year, 11 student volunteers were chosen by application to make the voyage to
Lame Deer, accompanied by
American Indian Center director Jim Knutson-Kolodzne.
Out of the 17 trips that
students have made to the reservation, Knutson-Kolodzne
has been on six.
“The Cheyenne culture is
unique that it’s so welcoming
to anybody, native and nonnative, and they’re so traditional,” Knutson-Kolodzne said.
“And they don’t have anything,
but they give them a lot of
stuff when they come. They
give them food, and clothing,
and all kinds of things.”
“We try to explain in the
orientation [that] we’re not
going to save the Northern
Cheyenne people,” KnutsonKolodzne said, “because when
we go out there and when we
leave after a week, their things
still stay and still go on, they’ll
still have high unemployment,
no heat, no food, and we’re
going to spend one week with
this different culture, different
people. It seems like they’re in
a third world, but it’s just two
states over.
“We ask them not to make
comparisons to their own life
back home. [Instead, we ask
them] to immerse themselves
in, let the experience be the
experience, and don’t actually think about it right away.
<PI\¼[_PI\\PMZMÆMK\QWV[IZM
really for. Some people have a
hard time with what they saw
and how they interact with
and they need to talk about it,
other people don’t want to talk
about it until months later, or
weeks later.”
For Kip Perkins, a junior
studying elementary education at SCSU, this year’s Lame
Deer trip was an entirely new
experience. Though some of
the travelling students had
been to Lame Deer in years
past, this year was Perkins’
ÅZ[\¹1\_I[IOWWL\ZQXJ]\Q\
was different than I expected
from what I heard,” Perkins
said. “Everyone’s experience is
a little different.”
“From people who went
on the trip, they said it was
really... not up to the times,
you know?” Perkins said. In his
home town, he said that there
was only one store around, so
he expected a similar atmosphere in Lame Deer. “In the
town we went to there were
like, three or four stores. So
there’s a lot more business
there than you’d think. It’s
probably just from the tribe,

Global
Continued from Page 1
as organizers of panels and
participants of panels and also
as people who are involved in
one or another collaborative
projects with university professors or students?’ That’s how
the inspiration got started.”
Philion participated in
a series of immigrant rights
rallies in 2006 and encouraged university professors and
students to support the immigrants in their struggles.
“That was a moment
where immigrants came out
of the shadows and what was
[QOVQÅKIV\IJW]\\PI\Q[\PI\VW
longer could debates on immigration take place without immigrants’ voices being heard as
they hadn’t been prior to that
day, I think. So I think that the
conference that we put on here
ZMÆMK\[\PI\[XQZQ\WN INÅZUing immigrants in the United
States wish to come out of the
shadows,” Philion said.
Throughout the week, the
students and faculty of SCSU
and members of the community had the opportunity to
connect with immigrants and
hear their stories of hardship
and persecution.
“The most valuable
experience, if you really want

but still, there’s a lot of things,
like grocery stores and stuff.
So I think that was the biggest
surprise to me.”
Knutson-Kolodzne said
\PI\[WUM[\]LMV\[ÅVL\PM\ZQX
KPITTMVOQVOI\ÅZ[\[QVKMQ\Q[
so different than what some of
them are used to, especially the
issue of having little to no cell
phone service. But for Perkins,
the challenge wasn’t the trip
itself, but the anticipation
leading up to it. “I get really
nervous, and they talked about
how weird stuff happens in
the dorms you know, so I was
nervous about that,” he said.
“It just reminded me of
how I grew up... and it’s kind
of cool to see other native kids,
you know,” Perkins said. “They
reminded me a lot of myself
when I was younger. I thought
that was kind of cool. They
seem to be more [submerged
in] traditions, you know? And
I don’t know if that’s because
it was so remote... so yeah, just
to see the people, I guess. It’s
pretty fun.”
Knutson-Kolodzne said
that students frequently ask
him how their group compares to groups in the past.
“Of course, you tell them they
were the best,” he joked. “But
you see that, and what you
see is how the group changes
NZWU_PMV\PMaÅZ[\UM\MIKP
W\PMZ\PI\ÅZ[\UMM\QVOJMNWZM
they even went anywhere.
It’s an orientation meeting at
the Indian Center, 12 people
come together, they’ve never
seen each other before, and
they sit around and do a little
icebreaker about who they
are, where they’re from, their
name... and then they hear
about where they’re going.
It sets the stage for them to
understand what they’re getting into, and then they look
around at each other.
“We spend about an hour
and a half learning a little bit
about each other and about
Indian culture, and then having a meal together so they
build a little bit of a community... and then they get into
the vans again. An eleven hour
trip anywhere with someone
sitting next to you, you get
to learn a little bit about the
person. So it’s great to see that
^MZaÅZ[\\QUM_MUM\_Q\P
them to the trip out there to
the return trip, and how tight
they are, how they’ve worked
all day long. So you see the
transformation from the beginning to the end.
“Now, they don’t see that well, they do, they kind of get
in a tighter group - but I see it
especially. And I see it happen
every year, the transformation from a group of strangers
to a group that’s had a great
experience, want to go back,
keep in contact with each
other, want to have reunions...
so I’ve had professors ask me,
‘What goes out there that they
want to change their major
when they get back?’ And it’s
working with kids, being there
and actually experiencing it,
being on site, being welcomed
in the culture.”
to understand the issue of
immigration or the question
of what immigrants are doing
in American societies, the best
way is to get to know them as
human beings. … That’s why
we organize the conference
in the way that we do. I don’t
know any other conference
that has this level of participation of actual immigrants,”
Philion said.
On Tuesday, photojournalist and immigration advocate
David Bacon gave a presentation at the Great River
Regional Library within the
Mississippi room. Translators
were made available to the
audience so that all individuals
would have an equal opportunity to learn and be heard.
Throughout the presentation, Bacon spoke of the
numerous pieces of legislature
which have been passed within
the southern states which
target immigrants. These laws
permit law enforcement ofÅKMZ[\WZMY]M[\IVQVLQ^QL]IT¼[
proof of citizenship or immigration papers which many
believe has lead to stereotyping
of immigrants.
“That fact that we have
these laws out there and they
IZMJMQVOXI[[MLQ[IZMÆMK\QWV
of the kinds of attacks which
are a result of the crisis that we
are in,” Bacon said.

with special meaning.
The fancy shawl dancer
wears a shawl over her shoulders. When describing the
fancy shawl dance, “it’s said
they mimic the movements
WN IJ]\\MZÆaº[IQL)UMZQcan Indian Studies Professor
at SCSU and University of
Minnesota, Darlene St. Clair,
who is a member of the Lower
Sioux Indian Community of
Minnesota.
“Your dance is your prayer.
Whatever your heart is, that’s
your dance, and your heartbeat is your drumbeat,” said
Ann Ette Lee, member of
the Dakota Sioux of South
Dakota. “Dancing is a sense
of cultural pride and the powwow is rooted in ceremony.”
American Indian dancers at the pow-wow call their
garments either ‘regalia’ or
»W]\Å\¼

Yesterday to
Today

Traditionally there was no
competition at the pow-wow,
but nowadays there is judging
on dancing, drumming and
singing.
“I think competitions take
a little away from the culture
but it also draws more people
in, so there’s a positive and a
negative to it,” Yeomans said.
St. Clair said the drumming judging is based on how
the song reaches and moves
people. If people crowd and
dance close to a drum it is an
honor and means they are being pulled in by the music.
The AIC hosts a pow-wow
in Halenbeck Hall every spring
and this year’s was hosted
on Saturday, April 14. A free
feast of buffalo meat, corn,
bread, mashed potatoes and
sugar cookies was provided
by the AIC to everyone who
attended.

SHUN JIE YONG / VISUALS EDITOR

>M\MZIV[ZIQ[MÆIO[NWZ\PMWXMVQVOKMZMUWVaWN \PMXW__W_

Behind the pow-wow: the Arbor Building
5MO1[MZTW\P
ONLINE EDITOR

Before the sage was burnt, the drums
beat or the dances started at the pow-wow, a
small group of volunteers found themselves
in one of Halenbeck’s gyms preparing the
event’s main centerpiece: the arbor. Starting
with a ring of large sticks, volunteers worked
quickly but diligently on Friday to tie all of
the pieces together before creating a giant
dream catcher in the middle. After the
dream catcher was elevated by more sticks,
cedar was placed on top for a complete
arbor.
During the next day’s pow-wow, drummers provided the music underneath the
arbor as performers danced around it in a
circle.
Meanwhile, more volunteers worked

Organic
Continued from Page 1
others that are a part of the Health and
Wellness Workshop Series this semester.
The event started with attendees
submitting their name into a drawing
box for a prize. This prize was a bag full
of various food items selected from the
co-op. Along with the chance of winning
free organic food, various hand-outs were
given to help attendees follow along with
the presentation, as well as available to
take home.
Asmus started with the hand-out about
the co-op’s policy, and then discussed the
history of Good Earth Food co-op unraveling its origin here on SCSU campus. In
the 1970s, the Newman Center became
\PMÅZ[\TWKI\QWV_PMZMTWKITWZOIVQKNWWL
could be found, which was catered from
the Cities. The co-op then moved to the

alongside the arbor builders to cut, pack,
and tie tobacco gift offerings for guests to
take from a basket the following day.
Carla Bigbear, a senior studying criminal
justice student at SCSU, said that tobacco is
^MZa[QOVQÅKIV\QV6I\Q^M)UMZQKIVK]T\]ZM
“Tobacco is our offering that we give to
the Creator. When we do things, it plays a
huge role in our ceremonies that we have,”
Bigbear said. “We use it to say ‘thank you’
to our Creator. ... So that’s one of the things
here, is we do tobacco ties to give them to
the people who come to the pow-wow, and
they can take them and offer their thanks.
It’s like a ‘thank you’ to them for coming
and participating in our pow-wow here.”
Nine ounces of tobacco went a long
way for these hard workers. In just a few
hours they had made hundreds of red cloth
tobacco gifts in honor of the pow-wow.

East side and then to its current location
on Veteran’s Drive.
One attribute of the co-op is that
it advocates bringing the community
together.
“We do a lot of community outreach,”
Asmus said.
For example, the Boys and Girls Club
PI[IN]VLZIQ[QVOJMVMÅ\M^MZa[]UUMZI\
the Civic Center or at the Central Minnesota Boys and Girls Club.
“We don’t sell food, we actually
give food away,” Asmus said about their
involvement.
Students also have another option to
learn about organic food on Earth day,
April 22.
“We’ll be at Halenbeck Hall for the
Central Minnesota Sustainability Project,”
Asmus advocates.
The co-op also has events within the
store itself. Asmus did not want to leave
without mentioning one of these events.
She announced Julie Peters’ “Chive and
Jive” class, which is held the second Saturday of every month and is open to the

public.
Asmus took time focusing on how to
read an organic label.
Spurring off this idea, open discussion
amongst Asmus and the attendees began
-- consisting of topics such as: the cons to
processed food, the regulations of becoming an organic distributor, whole food
diets, and the differences between organic
food and non-organic food.
Before the conference was over,
Subrahmanyan was drawn to win the bag
full of food prize and samples of organic
cookies, chips, and fresh dip made at the
co-op were available for attendees to try.
When asked about the events turn out,
“It was good, it would have been nice with
a larger crowd, but it was fun,” Asmus
said.
The need for healthy food was noticed
and brought to St. Cloud in the 1970s,
_PMV\PMÅZ[\_PWTMNWWL_I[[WTLQV
Newman Center.
“See, SCSU students make a difference,” Asmus ends.

Forum
Continued from Page 1
presentation was “In the Fast Lane,” and
focused on how computer-assisted journalism can enhance the new media watchdog
role.
Nixon showed several demonstrations
of his own work that involved interactive
media that helped explain a story. One
such example was a layout of his story on
the 2013 Federal Budget overview. In it,
he broke down the important facts into
categories using illustrations.
Though technology has changed the
way journalists report stories, Nixon explained that it ultimately does not matter;
accuracy and credibility are still the most
important things for a story.
When speaking of a Kindle Fire and
some of the advances it has made he said,
“It’s still a book. They’re still words. I can
still read it.”
After Nixon’s presentation he was presented with The First Amendment Award.
This award is given by the Society of
Professional Journalists to a Minnesotan
who has shown exemplary commitment to
upholding the First Amendment.
After the award was presented, the
second panel took the stage. This panel
was focused on the future of journalism,
titled “Future World.”
With moderator Reg Chapman,
WCCO reporter, the panel was comprised
of leaders in journalism. Nixon was on the
panel, as well as Kirsti Marohn, investigative reporter for the St. Cloud Times; Jason DeRusha, WCCO anchor; Kari Petri,
city government reporter for the St. Cloud
Times, and David Unze, cops and courts
reporter for the St. Cloud Times.
DeRusha spoke about the mass
amount of data swimming around the in-

SHUN JIE YONG / VISUALS EDITOR

6M_AWZS<QUM[:MXWZ\MZ:WV6Q`WVOI^MRW]ZVITQ[\QK\QX[I\\PMNW
Z]U
ternet and how interpreting this information is vital to reporting news in the future.
“I had a news paper editor in the
Twin Cities say to me once, ‘If someone

came to me with a background in intense
database organization, that would be the
most attractive thing for me to hire,’”
DeRusha said.
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Incident reports: April 8 - April 14
13

5
12

1 

3 6

4
15

1. Burglary
2. Motor vehicle
3. Stolen property
4. Intoxicated students
5. Intoxicated male
6. Sexual assault
5MLQKIT
8. Motor vehicle
9. Trespass
)TIZUÅZM
11. Safety concern
12. Vandalism
13. Theft
14. Theft
15. Theft
16. Medical

10

16
14

9

11

2

8

ACROSS
1. Type of poplar tree
6. Not barefoot
10. Strip of wood
14. Incline
15. Use a beeper
16. Hairdo
17. City in France
$IÁLFWV
19. Anthracite
20. Eyeglasses
$ÁH[LEOHSLSH
23. Get prone
24. Our planet
26. Disagree
30. Bad-tempered
32. Stagnated
33. Attestation
37. Hard work
38. Birds of peace
39. Chocolate cookie
40. A cockpit instrument
42. Academy award
43. Shroud
%ULQJLQWRH[LVWHQFH
45. Small African antelope
47. Varnish ingredient
48. A song for 2
([DFWRSSRVLWH
56. Largest continent
57. Person, place or thing
58. Cognizant
59. Fender blemish
60. Stopper
61. Send, as payment
62. Away from the wind
63. Terminates
64. Put on clothes

Crossword courtesy of
mirroreyes.com
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1. Vipers
2. Smack
3. Minute opening
4. Sweeping story
5. Snuggled
6. “The Final Frontier”
7. Salute
8. Leer at
9. Sweet treats
10. Sorrowful
11. In progress
12. Garbage
13. Puncture
21. What we breathe
)RUPHUER[LQJFKDPS
26. Devil tree
27. False god
28. Flutter
29. Congratulate
30. Cut

31. End ___
33. Carry
34. Killer whale
35. Tidy
36. Bygone era
38. Abnormality
41. Unruly crowd
42. Plantation
44. Feline
45. European blackbird
46. French for “Queen”
47. Connections
48. Early 20th-century art
movement
50. Midday
51. Feces
52. Pitcher
53. Identical
54. Colored part of an eye
55. Collections

Answers for April 9

The Chronnies hold meetings every
Monday and Wednesday in the
basement of Stewart Hall. We meet
at noon in room 13. Sometimes we
have coffee and rarely donuts.
We want to hear from you
Do you have any thoughts or opinions on any
of the articles you have read in the University
Chronicle? Well, we want to hear what you have
to say. Go to our website and go to the submit a
pitch link. Your opinions will be hosted on this
page or our opinion section.
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7KHßQDOIURQWLHURIÕOLIHDVZHNQRZLWÖ Worth 100 Words

Joe Edmonds
COPY EDITOR

Only a few short years ago,
scientists believed the solar
system was inactive. Planets
like Mars, Venus and the moon
have been looked upon as
dusty rocks whipping through
space. A couple could have
been habitable at one point,
but they are now just dead
weight.
Times have changed,
though. There is water on the
moon now, and the number of
supposedly inhabitable planets
in our galaxy is growing every
day. What used to be a rarity
has been discovered to be common in several planets in our

solar system.
Recently, after analyzing data from the 1976 Mars
orbiter and lander it was found
that life does exist in carbon
dioxide deposits. This isn’t a
simple single-celled organism
either. This could possibly be
a complex organism, such as
a bug.
0W_LWaW]ÅVLTQNMJa
looking at data? The carbon
dioxide was initially thought
to be the source of life when
\PMXZWJMÅZ[\[KIVVML5IZ[
The data proved inconclusive,
though, and it was deemed
that there is no life. Once the
carbon monoxide data was
analyzed again, it was found
that an organism that survives
inside the gas may inhabit the
soil.
So what does this all
mean? Water is abundant
throughout the solar system.
Life in a complex form exists
on another planet. Perhaps
humans aren’t very special.

Should we begin questioning
how important human life is
to our society, whether it is still
important or not?
How will we react once
_MÅVLIVW\PMZQV\MTTQOMV\TQNM
form? Philosophers to physicists predict that meeting
another intelligent race is comparable to Columbus landing
in the Caribbean Islands. They
would wipe us off the planet.
They would either murder
us or enslave us. Either way,
it would spell disaster for the
human race.
)Z\QÅKQITQV\MTTQOMVKMQ[M`panding at a rate that frightens
XMWXTMI[UIVa[KQMVKMÅK\QWV
VW^MT[IVLÅTU[PI^MJMMV
written about the possibility
of a rebel robot.”I, Robot”
depicts a situation where a
robot is accused of murdering
a human. The “Terminator” series shows a war where
robots have started a genocide
against humans.
Where does this leave

humanity? Any other form of
intelligence is sure to kill us all.
Whether it be aliens coming
down from space to vaporize
us, or our own creations rising
up to destroy us, we seem
screwed either way. We’re not
even safe from ourselves.
?PI\\PM[MZMKMV\ÅVL[
bring to light is a serious question for the world. This question does not recognize race,
class or phylum. What does
it mean to be alive, and how
much will we value life after
we decide?
Life will become a throwaway once it becomes more
common in the future. Intelligence will emerge from places
we have never looked, both ar\QÅKQITIVLVI\]ZIT0W_U]KP
will we care about a species
that is not human? How much
will we care about humans?
We will become the trash
that we have created, once our
creations start thinking of us
as trash.

Want to know something that has
been beaten to death? The idea of not
texting while driving. Want to know who
still does it? Most people.
If you text and drive you are risking much more than a bent fender. You
could potentially kill or seriously injure
the innocent people involved. And yet,
people do it all the time.
I know the ads are annoying and ‘that
would never happen to me’, but guess
what, it could happen to anyone.
Don’t be so silly, it is really not worth
the potential pain and heartbreak.
Keep your phone off for the duration
of the drive.
Thanks.
Lauren Willms
Opinions Editor

Physically removing the ‘physical’ part of therapy

Meg Iserloth
ONLINE EDITOR

Many people suffering from soft tissue injuries and pain in
their back, neck or joints can be referred to a physical therapist, who then does everything in their power to get patients
on the road to recovery.
At least, that’s how it is in the U.S. As of late, patients in
Nottingham, England who are referred to a physical therapist are just given a list of treatment websites before they’re
rushed out the door again.
The worst part about it is that it’s not a matter of physical
therapists, or physiotherapists, doing their jobs incorrectly. If
that were the case, some inspections, warnings, seminars or
ÅZQVO[_W]TLXZWJIJTa[WT^M\PMQ[[]M
No, the no-touch, do-it-yourself approach is actually a

CORRECTION
I would like to apologize for a factual error I
made in my piece on religion last week.
The piece, titled “Don’t associate religion with
those who abuse it,” was based on an image that I
thought showed a Jewish person committing violence
against a Palestinian person. I attempted to verify this
through the student organization who posted it, Students for a Free Palestine. When they failed to answer
my email, I relied on information I had received from
two people wearing the events’ t-shirts who promoted
the event and club in class and volunteered information.
As it happens, the picture is intended to depict
a Palestinian woman in a hijab, dangling an Israeli
Defense Force soldier near a tank, exercising power
Palestinians can only dream of, according to Amber
Michel of SFP.
Though I made a factual error, I still disagree
with Israeli Apartheid Week being recognized during
Jewish Holy Week. SFP has restated that they do not
comment on religion or associate religion with the
1[ZIMT8ITM[\QVMKWVÆQK\
My opinion remains the same.
Molly Willms
Managing Editor

The opinions expressed on the Opinions page
are not necessarily those of the college, university system or student body.

new policy that was enacted by a company called Principia
due to budget cuts, stated the Telegraph. According to the
new policy, physiologists are not allowed to touch patients to
treat them, but instead, they’re encouraged to refer patients to
the internet on how to manage their problems by themselves.
In other words, physiotherapists in Nottingham are being
forced to be completely useless.
A spokesperson for Principia said, “With the advice and
guidance service, patients are given practical advice to help
them self manage their condition. This includes exercises to
alleviate and manage their symptoms. This service enables
all patients to take control of their condition and get better
quicker.”
<PI\_W]TLJMÅVMIVLLIVLaJ]\\PMXZWJTMUQ[\PI\
patients being referred to physical therapists don’t just need
regular advice like other patients. They actually need the care
and all of the treatments provided by them, including but not
TQUQ\ML\WI[[Q[\QVO[XMKQÅKM`MZKQ[M[UI[[IOM\PMZIXaMTMK\ZW
diagnostic testing, therapeutic exercise, manual therapy techniques, airway clearance techniques, and much, much more,
depending on the patients’ needs.
This is not to say that they don’t give patients techniques
to help heal themselves in their own home, because they do.
It’s just in addition to the other types of therapy that these
patients need.
Barbara Venes of the Local Improvement Network put it

perfectly when she said, “I think it is just awful. If you need
physiotherapy, you need the treatment, not just advice.”
Venes also went on to say that “older patients may struggle to access information online, and that people needed practical demonstrations of how physiotherapy exercises should
be done -- to ensure that they were doing them correctly.”
“If you need physiotherapy, it is painful when you start. If
you are doing it with a physiotherapist, then they can reassure
you that it is normal to get some pain. But if you are doing it
yourself, then people are afraid that if it is painful then they
are going to get more damage,” she said.
How did such a ridiculous policy come to pass? Did it not
occur to them that people go to doctors for a reason?
I was diagnosed with arthritis last year in my neck and
lower back, and I am going back to doctors in a few months
because of suspicions of the disease being present in my
PIVL[WZÅVOMZ[I[_MTT
,M[XQ\MQ\JMQVOWNÅKQITTaLQIOVW[ML1K]ZZMV\TaIUWVVW
pain medication, no treatment, and have a hell of a time trying to move around on my own.
In Nottingham, people with similar problems will now
come to their local physiotherapist in search of help and end
up in exactly the same place that I happen to be in.
The difference is, in a few month’s time I’ll actually receive the help I need. These people won’t.

Value the environment: don’t pollute
Autumn Hamberg
STAFF WRITER

Have you noticed the broken glass
shards all over the roads on the way
to campus? How about the plastic
JIO[ÆaQVOQV\ZMM[ZMXTIKQVOTMI^M[
or the accumulation of pop bottles
and wrappers polluting what’s left of
a shore along the Mississippi River?
This pollution needs to stop.
This garbage did not just appear
out of nowhere and most likely will
not be picked up by any person passing by.
So where does all of this pollution
go? Does anyone think of that when
they absent-mindedly chuck a bottle
out the window or don’t go after what
they drop?
Wondering where all the pollution
ends up, not only on campus, but also
all over the earth, is a great question
for everyone to be asking himself or
herself.
Everyone should also be asking
himself or herself, “How will my actions of polluting presently affect me
in the future?”
The garbage that I have noticed
on campus and around St. Cloud is a

problem for many reasons.
One reason is the negative effect,
everyone knows it has on the environment. The run-off effect, which
allows all of the garbage to ultimately
end up in the Mississippi River.
)VLÅVITTa\PMZMXZM[MV\I\QWV
that new-comers to St. Cloud have
of us when they see garbage piled up
M^MZa_PMZMÆWI\QVOQV\PMZQ^MZIVL
broken on the ground.
Why does this problem of pollution happen? Is it laziness, or is it the
lack of appreciating resources?
I support the idea that living in
the moment is the best way to live,
but the actions in the moment have
an effect on the future, and when
negative actions such as infecting the
earth in which we live on occur and
are not stopped, that only means the
problem will get worse.
Soon the water resource, already
sifted through and treated with
chemicals to make it “safe” to drink,
will be an even scarcer resource.
We already have to BUY water,
IVLÅT\MZQ\\WIK\]ITTaO]TXQ\LW_V
doesn’t that concern you? Doesn’t it
concern you knowing we live in the
‘Land of the Lakes’ and we have to

worry about the safety of our water
when we should be able to drink it
from the tap?
This water example shows that
pollution is a circular-effect beginning
with the lack of appreciating resources. If we all know that polluting is
bad, then why do people still pollute?
Don’t they know that what they are
polluting, the ground, air, water and
animals, are essential parts of life and
are needed for them to live?
It is important to consider your
actions when they negatively effect
the earth, because ultimately they
effect the human population.
Before you decide to toss a wrapper on the ground or to let garbage
ÆaI_IaQV\PM_QVL\PQVSIJW]\
where it will end up.
Think: if you don’t dispose of
it properly who will? Check to see
if things can be recycled, care for
environment and be more conscious
of your actions.
Do not deplete our resources
faster than necessary because of laziVM[[IVL[MTÅ[PIK\[
We only have one earth; lets care
for it together.
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UPCOMING
EVENTS
Monday Night Jazz at The
Pioneer Place, Monday,
April 16 at 8 p.m.
Quarry Bridge:
Plantenberg/Ellingson
Two-Man Show Art
Exhibit at Atwood
Memorial Center Gallery
March 31 - April 26
SCSU Theatre presents
Talking to Terrorists at
PAC Center Stage, April 17
- 21 at 7:30 p.m. and April
22 at 2 p.m.
Open Mic Night
at The Local Blend,
Tuesday, April 17 at 7 p.m.
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Cooking the books
Yasmin Tchmola
ASST. VISUALS EDITOR

Eat your words.
Last Thursday, in celebration
of National Library Week, the
Miller Center library was host for
the Edible Book Festival for the
second year.
Started at SCSU in 2011, the
event also intended to celebrate
books and the 10th anniversary
of the James W. Miller Learning
Resources Center.
Usually held on or around
April 1, the Edible Book Festival,
also known as Edible Book Day,
is a worldwide event where “edible books” are created and displayed to the public and judges.
A creation of librarian Judith
A. Hoffberg and Béatrice Coron
in 2000, Hoffberg had the idea
over a Thanksgiving turkey with
book artists in 1999. Coron
created the website Books2Eat,
where everybody could enjoy the
books, despite the distance.
Chris Inkster, member of
\PMWZOIVQbQVOKWUUQ\\MMWN \PM
Edible Book Festival at SCSU,
mentions that anybody in the
community can participate. Only
edible components should be
used in the book entries.
As the website says, “April
1st is the birthday of French gastronome Jean-Anthelme BrillatSavarin (1755-1826), famous for
his book ‘Physiologie du Goût’,
a witty meditation on food. April
Fools’ Day is also the perfect day
to eat your words and play with
them as the “books” are consumed on the day of the event.”
+PQTLZMVZM\QZMLKQ\QbMV[
SCSU students, and employees

YASMIN TCHMOLA / ASST. VISUALS EDITOR

Based on the book ‘A Very Hungry Caterpillar’ by Eric Carle, the above entry (made
UIQVTaWN K]XKISM[_WVaMIZWTL)TM`I0ÅZ[\XZQbMQV\PM-LQJTM*WWS.M[\Qval.
put their creativity to work in the
various book entries at the festival. Among famous titles from “A
Catcher in the Rye”, “The Three
Musketeers”, to “Farenheit 451”,
“Hunger Games” and “Scarface”, the various entries showed
different use of ingredients like
bread, cake, noodles, and candy
in literary inspirations.
The only rules of the competition are that the book entries
must be created from edible
materials and they must look like
a book, be inspired by or be a

pun on a book title, character or
scene.
Since the food used in the
book entries can’t be donated or
wouldn’t taste very good together,
the Miller Center decided to add
a food drive to the event, a way
for participants and spectators to
give back to the community while
having fun at the festival.
/QN\KMZ\QÅKI\MI_IZL[NWZ\PM
Café at the Miller Center are
given to 1st, 2nd and 3rd places,
but “people enter the competition
just for the fun of it, not so much

NWZ\PMXZQbM[º[Ia[1VS[\MZ
12-year-old Alexa H. won
ÅZ[\XZQbM_Q\PPMZMV\ZaQV[XQZML
by Eric Carle’s book “A Very
Hungry Caterpillar”, made out
of cupcakes. 2nd place winner,
Chris Inkster, created her cake
and noodles entry inspired by Dr.
Seuss’s book “The Lorax”, and
Olivia Olivares, associate professor of Information Media, won
3rd place with her entry made
from an orange, inspired by the
book “A Clockwork Orange”, by
author Anthony Burgess.

Huskypalooza
at Ritsche Auditorium,
Thursday, April 19 at
6 p.m.
S.C.R.A.P.S.
at Seberger Park Shelter,
Thursday, April 19 from
3 p.m. to 6 p.m.
Raspberry Eyes
at the Veranda Lounge,
Friday, April 20 at 9 p.m.
The BIG WU-20 Big
Years Celebration at the
Red Carpet Nightclub,
Friday, April 20 at 9 p.m.
Bill and Tom Show
at the Veranda Lounge
Saturday, April 21 at
9 p.m.
St. Cloud Out Presents:
The Masquerade Ball at
the Red Carpet Nightclub,
Saturday, April 21 at 8 p.m.

YASMIN TCHMOLA / ASST. VISUALS EDITOR

YASMIN TCHMOLA / ASST. VISUALS EDITOR

2nd place winner Chris Inkster created her entry inspired
by Dr. Seuss’s book ‘The Lorax’ with cake and noodles.

3rd place was awarded to Olivia Olivares for her entry inspired by the book ‘A Clockwork Orange’ by Anthony Burgess.

Cerebral sounds soothe students
Chelsea Christman
ASST. MARQUEE EDITOR

Everyone has a favorite song. Some lyrics
speak to us on highly personal levels. No matter the genre, music has power. In fact, music
has been shown to stimulate health.
According to netdoctor.co.uk, studies have
proven that music can change our mood, help
us concentrate, and release stress.
Certain parts of our brains respond to
music. Depending on the song, areas such as
UMUWZaIVL^Q[QWV¹TQOP\]Xº<PMVW\M[ÅZM
up our brains and activate cognitive responses.
First off, music boosts our mood. A study
published in Nature Neoroscience concluded
that listening to your favorite music can help
eliminate a negative mood. Dopamine, a
“feel-good” chemical, is triggered and released
in the brain when listening to our individually
most pleasing songs. For some people, heavy
metal may be a wonderful mood-enhancer
while others prefer country or rap.
Besides improving moods, music may help
KWVKMV\ZI\QWV;XMKQÅKJMI\[KIVMVMZOQbM
relax, or awaken listeners. The brain absorbs
the sound and reacts with different stages of
alertness. Usually, faster beats help enliven us
and increase focus.
Of course, for exercising, upbeat songs are

the perfect choice. Matching the tempo of your
running stride is a handy tip. Studies have even
shown that upbeat music helps you run faster,
having a metronomic effect on the body. If
your foot steps and stride match the beat, the
combination enables you to run for longer and
faster.
For those dealing with mental health
conditions, music is a positive treatment choice.
Music can be used for therapy. It can be used
as a form of communication, allowing people
an outlet to express their emotions more easily with sounds instead of words. Music can
even bring back memories or create emotional
responses instantly, which is must faster than
therapy sessions.
*M[QLM[\PMW\PMZJMVMÅ\[U][QKM^MV
relieves stress. According to netdoctor.co.uk,
almost “a third of people plugged into their
music players to give them a mood boost about
work.” Music can relieve your stress and pacify
your negative feelings, allowing you to get work
done without the pressure of stress. De-stressing with music is a common tactic, reducing
anxiety for many people.
1V\PMUMLQKITÅMTLLWK\WZ[PI^M][MLU]sic a medicine. Trials have shown that “music
can help lower heart rate, blood pressure and
help relieve pain, anxiety and improve patient
quality of life.”

Although people disagree about the best
style of music, the positive effects will still
occur. Choosing a type of music is based on
personal preference, as one style does not show
more positive or negative effects than others.
Not only does music stimulate the mind
and create emotions, but it helps you relax,
release stress, and concentrate. Playing music
can be therapeutic, so as the notes cascade
from your headphones, you can feel your body
relaxing.
Despite all the helpful advantages, does
music have cons? Honestly, music is a positive
creative outlet, but negatives do exist. If you
play your music too loudly, it can damage your
hearing. Depending on how often you listen
to music too loudly, you have a greater risk of
hearing loss. The results are common sense,
but be careful with the volume.
Also, extremely loud low frequencies can
make listeners feel nauseous because it causes
your body and organs to vibrate. In other
words, keep the bass turned down.
As an avid music lover, I will continue
listening to my favorite music, but maybe not
quite as loudly as before. The facts are out, and
music-listeners should revel in all the positive
outcomes of music. Beware of hearing loss,
J]\[\QTTMUJZIKMU][QK<PMJMVMÅ\[OZMI\Ta
outweigh the risks, and tunes free the soul.
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The House of Pizza is located in the heart of downtown St. Cloud at 19 Fifth Ave. S. and also in the Pinecone Marketplace in Sartell.

A TASTE OF ST. CLOUD:
Mark Schrom
RESTAURANT REVIEW

<PM0W][MWN 8QbbIM[\IJTQ[PMLQV!Q[TWKI\MLQV\PM
PMIZ\WN LW_V\W_V;\+TW]LI\
!.QN\P)^M;<PMZMQ[IVW\PMZ
TWKI\QWVQV\PM8QVMKWVM5IZSM\XTIKMQV;IZ\MTT<PQ[[MV[I\QWVIT
XQbbIM[\IJTQ[PUMV\Q[;\+TW]L¼[
XZQLMIVLRWaIVLPI[UaUW]\P
_I\MZQVOR][\\PQVSQVOIJW]\\PM
\ZMI\\PI\Q[QV[\WZM
)[[WUMWVM_PWPI[OZW_V
]XQV;\+TW]L1ZMUMUJMZ\PM
\I[\MWN \PM0W][MWN 8QbbINWZ
I[TWVOI[1KIVZMUMUJMZ<PM
TWWSIVLNMMTWN \PMZM[\I]ZIV\
PI[KPIVOMLW^MZ\PMaMIZ[L]M
\WJMI]\QN]TVM_ZMVW^I\QWV[J]\
\PMQZÆI^WZIVLY]ITQ\aWN XQbbI
PI[VW\KPIVOMLWVMJQ\
<PM0W][MWN 8QbbIJMOIVI[
I[UITTXQbbIIVL[WLI[PWXQV

:M[\I]ZIV\1VNW
Phone:!
Credit Cards:AM[
Delivery:AM[
Take-Out:AM[
Alcohol:.]TTJIZ
Hours:IU·XU
Specials: ,IQTa

LW_V\W_V;\+TW]L;QVKM!
\PMaPI^MJMMV[MZ^QVO]X\PM
IZMI¼[UW[\LMTQKQW][\PQVKZ][\
XQbbI;WUMLQMPIZLNIV[PI^M
M^MVIZO]M\PMJM[\XQbbIQV\PM
VI\QWV.ZWUXMZ[WVITM`XMZQMVKM1PI^M\ZI^MTML\W\PM_WZTL
NIUW][WZQOQVIT:Ia¼[8QbbIQV
6M_AWZS+Q\a)VLITT1ZMUMUJMZMLIJW]\MI\QVO\PMZMQ[\PI\
\PM0W][MWN 8QbbIQ[MI[QTaR][\I[
OWWLQN VW\JM\\MZ
¹1PI^M\ZI^MTML\WM^MZa[\I\M
QV\PMTW_MZNWZ\aMQOP\[\I\M[IVL
1¼^MPIL[WUMOZMI\XQbbIJ]\
\PMZMQ[R][\[WUM\PQVOIJW]\\PM
0W][MWN 8QbbI\PI\aW]¼TTVM^MZ
NWZOM\IVLaW]¼TTSMMXKWUQVO
JIKSM^MZa\QUMaW]IZZQ^MQV;\
+TW]LIN\MZVW\JMQVOPMZMNWZ
I_PQTMº[IQL8I]T+TIZSNZWU
)ZQbWVI
¹-^MZa\PQVOPMZMQ[WZQOQVIT
W]ZQVOZMLQMV\[IZMIT_Ia[NZM[P
IVLW]Z[MKZM\[I]KMQ[\PMJM[\
XIZ\1N 1PIL\WO]M[[Q\[\PM
[I]KM\PI\SMMX[W]ZK][\WUMZ[
KWUQVOJIKSº[IQL2MV*W_TQV
[PQN\[]XMZ^Q[WZI\0W][MWN 8QbbI
¹?PMV1¼U[MZ^QVOK][\WUMZ[
1PMIZI\TMI[\WVKMILIa\PI\
[WUMWVMPI[KWUMNZWUI^MZa
TWVO_Ia[I_IaR][\\WPI^MW]Z
XQbbI7Z[WUMWVM_QTTR][\Æa
QVNZWU+PQKIOWIVL\PMÅZ[\
XTIKM\PMa_QTTMI\Q[\PM0W][MWN 
8QbbIº
0W][MWN 8QbbIIT[WPI[[WUM
]VQY]MNMI\]ZM[\PMW^MV_PQKP

The House of Pizza

_I[K][\WUJ]QT\NWZ\PMZM[\I]ZIV\QV![\QTTQ[KZIVSQVOW]\
\PMXQbbI[\W\PQ[LIa<PMZM[\I]ZIV\Q[[MXIZI\MLQV\W\_WTM^MT["
\PM]X[\IQZ[LQVQVOZWWUNWZ
NIUQTQM[IVLXIZ\QM[<PMLW_V[\IQZ[XWZ\QWVNMI\]ZM[I[UITTIVL
KWUNaN]TTJIZ_Q\P\MTM^Q[QWV[
IVL^QM_WN \PM0W][MWN 8QbbI¼[
[QOVI\]ZMW^MV*W\PIZMI[IZM
LQUTaTQOP\_PQTM\PMJIZWNNMZ[
ITW]LMZI\UW[XPMZM<PMLQVQVO
ZWWUQ[LQUTaTQOP\_Q\P^MZaTQOP\
U][QKXTIaQVO6W\W^MZTaNIVKa
R][\IOZMI\XTIKMNWZIVQKMUMIT
_Q\PaW]ZNIUQTa
?PMV1WZLMZMLUaXQbbI1
KPW[MINIUQTa[QbM\_W\WXXQVO
XQbbI_Q\PXMXXMZWVQIVLKIVILQIVJIKWVUaOQZTNZQMVLWZLMZML
[WUMKPMM[MJZMILI[IVIXXM\QbMZ?Q\PW]ZUMIT\_W[WLI[NWZ
\PMJW\PWN ][\PM\W\ITKWUM\W
 LWTTIZ[1NMT\TQSMUa_ITTM\
PILR][\JMMV[MV\MVKML\W\PM
MTMK\ZQKKPIQZ
*]\_PMVW]ZNWWLIZZQ^ML\PM
0W][MWN 8QbbILQLVW\LQ[IXXWQV\
<PMOIZTQKKPMM[MJZMILQ[
]VJMTQM^IJTM6W\\WWKZ]VKPaVW\
\WW[WN\IVL]VLMZKWWSML2][\\PM
XMZNMK\XQMKMWN JZMILKWUXTQUMV\ML_Q\PUIZQVIZI[I]KMIVL
ILMTQKQW][IZZIaWN OIZTQKJ]\\MZ
IVL[XQKM[-I[QTa[WUMWN \PMJM[\
KPMM[MJZMILNZWUIVaXQbbIXTIKM
QV\PMIZMI
6W_WV\W\PMUIQVKW]Z[M

<PM\PQVKZ][\XQbbI_I[K]\QV\W
[UITT[Y]IZM[QV[\MILWN \PM\ZILQ\QWVITXQMK]\NZWUXQbbIXTIKM[
6WUI\\MZ1\WWSIJQ\MWN Ua
ÅZ[\XQXQVOPW\XQMKMIVLQ\PQ\["
\PMÆI^WZ\PI\JZQVO[UMJIKS\W
UaKPQTLPWWL1NMT\TQSM1_I[QV
XQbbIPMI^MV<PM[I]KMQ[IT_Ia[
[WPIZL\WKWV\IQVWV\PQVKZ][\
aW]JM\\MZJM_I\KPQVO\PMJIKS
WN aW]ZXQbbI<PM[UITT[Y]IZM[
UISMQ\MI[a\WMI\\WWU]KP\WW
NI[\IVL\PMÆI^WZWN \PMXQbbI
LWM[V¼\PMTXMQ\PMZ1\UISM[UM
PI^M\WUMV\ITTa[Ia\WUa[MTN 
¹LWV¼\W^MZMI\LWV¼\W^MZMI\º
*MKI][M1XZWUQ[MaW]ZOWQVO\W
_IV\\WSMMXOWQVOJIKSNWZUWZM
*a\PMMVLWN \PMUMITUa
OQZTNZQMVLIVL1IZMN]TTIVL^MZa
U]KP[I\Q[ÅML_Q\PW]ZNWWLIVL
W]Z[MZ^QKM;WU]KPQVNIK\_M
LMKQLML\W\ISMW]ZTMN\W^MZ[\W
\PMJIZLW_V[\IQZ[NWZILZQVSIVL
\WKI\KP\PMZMUIQVLMZNWZ\PM
<_QV[OIUM;I^M]X;\+TW]L
\PM0W][M7N 8QbbIQ[IKIV¼\UQ[[
M[\IJTQ[PUMV\
Rating System:JMQVO
TW_M[\JMQVO\PMPQOPM[\1¼TTM`XTIQV_Pa1OI^M\PI\V]UJMZIVL
\PMV1¼TTI^MZIOMITTV]UJMZ[I\
\PMMVL\WOQ^M\PMW^MZITTZI\QVO
Price: 3.WZIKWTTMOM
J]LOM\\PQ[XTIKMQ[IJQ\XZQKMa
,MÅVQ\MTaI\ZMI\<Z]\PQ[aW]
KW]TLXZWJIJTaJ]a\_WWZ\PZMM

XQbbI[LMXMVLQVOWV_PI\KPIQV
aW]WZLMZNZWUNWZ\PMXZQKMWN 
WVMNZWU\PM0W][MWN 8QbbI*]\
\PMY]ITQ\aWN \PQ[XQbbIX]\[ITT
W\PMZXQbbI[NZWUIZW]VL\PQ[IZMI
\W[PIUM

Atmosphere: 4.51ZMITTa
TQSM\PI\Q\Q[\_WLQNNMZMV\TM^MT[
)JIZLW_V[\IQZ[IVLILQVQVO
ZWWU]X[\IQZ[*W\PIZMKTI[[aIVL
]XSMX\IVLJW\PIZM_WVLMZN]T
NWZIVaWKKI[QWV<PMJIZQ[I_M[WUMNWZJMMZIVLXQbbIL]ZQVO
\PMOIUM
Service: 4.5/ZMI\[MZ^QKM
Ua_IQ\ZM[[_I[SVW_TMLOMIJTM
IVLIV[_MZMLIVaY]M[\QWV[1
PIL1ZMKMQ^MLUaNWWLQVI
\QUMTaNI[PQWV)VL1SVW_\PI\
\PMQZM[\QUI\M[NWZLMTQ^MZa\QUM[
IZM][]ITTa[XW\WV/Q^MWZ\ISM
Å^MUQV]\M[
Food: 5·=VJMTQM^IJTM AW]
_WV¼\ÅVLIXQbbI\PQ[]VQY]MNWZ
UQTM[,WV¼\JM[]ZXZQ[MLQN aW]
ÅVL\PQ[I[aW]ZO]QT\aXTMI[]ZM
_PMVaW]Z[\]LaQVOWZXIZ\aQVO
PIZLTI\MI\VQOP\<PQ[XQbbI_QTT
TMI^MIVQUXZM[[QWVWVaW]1N 
aW]M^MZTMI^M;\+TW]LIVLaW]
KWUMJIKSaMIZ[LW_V\PM
ZWIL1JM\aW]¼TT_IV\\W[\WXPMZM
ÅZ[\

Overall Rating: 4.25

John Carter sure to astound movie fans
Ashmika Patke

,QZMK\WZ)VLZM_;\IV\WVLMLQKI\M[PQ[ÅZ[\TQ^MIK\QWV
NMI\]ZM\WPQ[NWZUMZZMVW_VML8Q`IZKWTTMIO]M\PMTI\M
;\M^M2WJ[
¹2WPV+IZ\MZºQ[I[KQMVKMÅK\QWVIK\QWVKWUMLaIJW]\
;QVKM\PMXZWL]KMZ[IZM?IT\,Q[VMa8QK\]ZM[\PQ[ÅTU
INWZUMZUQTQ\IZaKIX\IQV2WPV+IZ\MZ_PWQ[QVM`XTQKIJTa Q[IT[WIL^MZ\Q[MLWV,Q[VMa+PIVVMT\WI\\ZIK\aW]VOMZ
\ZIV[XWZ\ML\W5IZ[_PMZMPMPM[Q\IV\TaJMKWUM[MV^QM_MZ[\W\PQ[M`KQ\QVO,Q[VMaÆQKS<PMÅTUQ[VW\WVTa
UM[PMLQVIK]T\]ZMKWTTQ[QWV,]ZQVOPQ[M`\MVLML[\IaWV
ÅTTML_Q\PIK\QWVIVL[XMKQITMNNMK\[J]\Q[IT[W[]ZXZQ[QVOTa
5IZ[+IZ\MZUMM\[IVLJMNZQMVL[I^IZQM\aWN ITQMV[IVL
P]UWZW][IVLVW\JWZQVOI[XMZKMQ^MLJaUIVaUW^QM
KZMI\]ZM[WN ITTSQVL[
OWMZ[
<WZM\]ZVJIKS\W-IZ\PPMU][\JMKWUMIPMZWWV
2WPV+IZ\MZQ[KWV[QLMZMLJa\PMUIRWZQ\aWN [KQMVKM
5IZ[Ja[I^QVO\PMNWZMQOVITQMVSQVL6W\WVTaLWM[PM
ÅK\QWVNIV[\WJM\PM_WZTL¼[ÅZ[\[XIKMPMZWUISQVO\PQ[
PMTX\PMUJ]\PMIT[WOQ^M[\PM_WZTLPWXM[WUM\PQVO\W
NMI\]ZMÅTUILMÅVQ\MKTI[[QK2WPV+IZ\MZPI[IT[WQVÆ]JMTQM^MQVIVLUW[\WN ITTI[]KKM[[N]T^QK\WZaQVZMQV[\I\MVKML\PMKZMI\QWVWN N]\]ZM[]XMZKPIUXQWV[
QVO\PMQZXW_MZ
<PM2WPV+IZ\MZ[IOIJMOIV_Q\P¹=VLMZ\PM5WWV[
<PM[\ZIVOM_WZTLWN 5IZ[Q[KITTML*IZ[WWUJa\PM
WN 5IZ[ºNMI\]ZMLQVIX]TXUIOIbQVMM`IK\TaaMIZ[
5IZ\QIV[1VI_WZTLWV\PMJW]VLIZaWN LM[\Z]K\QWV+IZ\- IOW)UWVO\PM[M^MZITMNNWZ\[\W\ZIV[XWZ\¹2WPV+IZ\MZº
MZZMLQ[KW^MZ[PQ[P]UIVQ\aIN\MZZMITQbQVO\PMM`Q[\MVKMWN  NZWUJWWS\W[KZMMV_I[IVIVQUI\QWVI\\MUX\Ja5/5QV
*IZ[WWUQ[LMXMVLMV\WVPQU?Q\P\PMPMTXWN _IZZQWZ[
!)T\PW]OPQ\PILI[\ZWVO\MIUWN ÅTUUISMZ[Q\_I[
IVL[]XXWZ\WN \PMXMWXTM+IZ\MZNIKM[PQ[ZQOP\N]TLM[\QVa ]V[]KKM[[N]T1N Q\PILJMMVI[]KKM[[Q\_W]TLPI^MJMMV
¹2WPV+IZ\MZº[\IZ[<IaTWZ3Q\[KP,IZaT;IZJIZI4aVV \PMÅZ[\IVQUI\MLNMI\]ZMÅTUM^MZUILM
+WTTQV[IVL<PWUI[0ILMV+P]ZKP
,]ZQVOÅTUQVOWN \PQ[XQK\]ZM\PMITQMVKW[\]UM[_MZM
<PM[KQÅMXQKQ[TWW[MTaJI[MLWV\PMÅZ[\VW^MTQV\PM
XZW^ML\WJMM`KM[[_MQOP\IVLKPITTMVOQVO\WXWZ\ZIa\PM
*IZ[WWU[MZQM[KITTML¹)8ZQVKM[[WN 5IZ[ºJa-LOIZ:QKM KPIZIK\MZ[
*]ZZW]OP[KZMI\WZWN \PMKPIZIK\MZ<IZbIV<PM*IZ[WWU
,]ZQVO\PMM`\MV[Q^MIVLOZ]MTQVOÅTUQVOIVLXZW[MZQM[PI[VW^MT[QV\W\ITMIKPLM[KZQJQVO\PMRW]ZVMaWN  L]K\QWVWN \PMÅTUQV\PMLM[MZ\WN =\IPINWW\TWVO
\PMUQTQ\IZa^M\MZIV
[I]ZWXWL_I[LQ[KW^MZMLIVLIVM`KI^I\QWVQ[K]ZZMV\Ta\W
:MTMI[ML\W\PMI\MZ[QVZMO]TIZ,15)@,IVL
ZM\ZQM^M\PMZMUIQVLMZWN \PMLQVW[I]Z[SMTM\WV
,QOQ\IT,VI\QWV_QLMWV5IZKP¹2WPV+IZ\MZºQ[
)T\PW]OP\PQ[IK\QWVMXQKUIa[MMULQZMK\ML[XMKQÅKITTa
UQV]\M[TWVOIVLZI\ML8/NWZQV\MV[M[MY]MVKM[WN 
NWZ[KQMVKMÅK\QWVNIV[\PQ[,Q[VMaUW^QMPI[XTMV\aWN IKIK\QWVIVL^QWTMVKM
\QWVIVLP]UWZ\WMV\MZ\IQVITTUW^QMOWMZ[
MOVIE REVIEW

:I\QVO"

807<7+7=:<-;A7.37<?/*47/;87<+75

‘John Carter’ stars Taylor Kitsch, Daryl Sarbara,
Lynn Collins, and Thomas Haden Church.

Coming Out This Week: Movies. Games. Albums.
Movies:

Games:

Albums:

The Lucky One

The House of the Dead 4
Forge of Empires
Trials Evolution

Eric Hutchinson: Moving Up Living Down
Jason Mraz: Love Is A Four Letter Word
Neon Trees: Picture Show
Our Lady Peace: Curve
Train: California 37

Think Like a Man
Chimpanzee
Fightville
Marley

Burnout Crash!

Botanicula

Marquee

ARTS & LIFE
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MNL SPOTLIGHT:

You  look  as  great  as  you  feel,  
DQGSHRSOHZLOOGH¿QLWHO\
notice.

Pisces: 2/19 - 3/20

Everyone’s  schedule  is  piling  
up.  Just  make  sure  you  take  a  
little  time  for  yourself  between  
tasks.

The Curiously Strong Peppermints

Conrad Magalis
STAFF WRITER

MNL was proud to have The
Curiously Strong Peppermints on
last week’s show. The Curiously
Strong Peppermints brought oneof-a-kind sound to the studio.
“Elliott Smith backed by The
Flaming Lips, playing The Beatles
backwards,” is how the band describe themselves on Facebook.
The instrumentals and effects
sound very similar to The Flaming Lips, but have classic rock
undertones. The Beatles playing
backwards may be eluding to Jesse
Miller’s squeaky, geeky, yet entertaining vocals.
The lyrics are much more important than the vocals themselves,
which is something that is hard to
LQOM[\I\ÅZ[\7^MZITT\PMNWK][WN 
The Curiously Strong Peppermints
is on the instrumentals, which are
excellent and coordinated.
Miller – a one time student
at SCSU – used to work down at
KVSC himself, so it was a homecoming event for him. Band-mates
Ben Swanson, Mason Butler and
Sean Fahrni were new-comers to
both KVSC and the SCSU campus.
The Curiously Strong Peppermints have an old-school approach
to recording their albums.
“Everything starts on four-track,
like our last record (Echoes from
the Ultraviolet Fuzz). Pretty much
every song started on four-track,”

Up next on MNL

Aquarius: 1/20 - 2/18

4/16 - PB and the Jam
4/23 - Caroline Smith and the Good Night Sleeps
featuring Adam Hammer
(public event, Pioneer Place)

PHOTO COURTESY OF FACEBOOK.COM

The Curiously Strong Peppermints performed on MNL on April 9, showcasing a unique sound with
coordinated instrumentals and classic rock undertones.

said Miller.
It is hard to believe that entire
albums are recorded this way due
\W\PMÅVMTM^MTWN LM\IQTWV\PMÅVished product. Butler did mention
they do a lot of post-production
_WZSWV\PMKWUX]\MZ\WÅVM\]VM
[WVO[NWZ\PMÅVQ[PMLXZWL]K\
“We started getting some sort of
internet attention, before we really
even played live,” said Miller.
The Peppermint’s path has been
unlike many “traditional” bands in
the sense they don’t play many live
gigs. Most of their audience is online, which is where they got their
big start with the album Endless
Fields of Poppies.
“Pretty much all of our record










You  may  not  feel  like  you  
accomplished  everything  
you  wanted,  but  you  still  
accomplished  a  lot.

Cancer: 6/22 - 7/22

Leo: 7/23 - 8/22

Don’t  bother  trying  to  make  
your  point  to  someone  who  
won’t  make  an  effort  to  listen  
to  what  you  say.  

Virgo: 8/23 - 9/22

Honesty  is  the  best  policy,  just  
remember  to  be  respectful.

Libra: 9/23 - 10/22

Push  your  good  mood  as  far  as  
you  can.  Stay  positive!

Scorpio: 10/23 - 11/21
Focus  on  family  this  week.  

Sagittarius: 11/22-12/21
Your  head  is  swimming  with  
great  ideas.  Write  them  down  
and  take  action!

Capricorn: 12/22 - 1/19

It’s  tempting,  but  right  now  
just  isn’t  the  best  time  to  be  
spending  your  money  on  things  
you  don’t  really  need.

Poppers

12 ounces cream cheese, softened
1 (8 ounce) package shredded Cheddar cheese
1 tablespoon bacon bits
12 ounces jalapeno peppers, seeded and halved
1 cup milk
K]XITTX]ZXW[MÆW]Z
1 cup dry bread crumbs
2 quarts oil for frying

Directions

Taurus :4/20 - 5/20

Having  fun  and  being  broke  
don’t  need  to  go  hand  in  hand.    

medium for promotion. They think
that is a very useful tool to spread
their music around. There web
XIOMQ[IK\]ITTa\PMÅZ[\\WKWUM]X
on a Google search, even though
Altoids Mints have a similar slogan.
The MNL also had a glimpse of
some of The Curiously Strong Peppermints work, they played several
new songs during their set including: How to Navigate a Spaceship
through a Black Hole and Supernovacaine.
More information about The
Cuiously Strong Peppermints can
be found on Facebook, Bandcamp,
or their personal website sunshinecortex.com/cspm.

Ingredients

If  you’re  worried  about  
how  to  handle  an  upcoming  
situation,  your  best  bet  is  to  be  
completely  open  and  honest  
with  those  involved.

Interactions  with  people  of  
different  cultures  will  make  
you  want  to  think  about  taking  
a  trip.

was sold online,” said Butler. Their
online presence soon funded their
second album Echoes from the
Ultraviolet Fuzz, which was also
successful online. Most people who
are into their music aren’t “local.”
Many of The Curiously Strong
Peppermint’s fans are located
outside of the United States. They
have fans throughout Europe, especially in Italy and Greece.
“I just did an interview a couple
months ago with a Greek magazine,” said Miller. Even though he
doesn’t know how to read or speak
Greek, Miller took up the offer.
Miller and Butler also spoke
about how many of today’s new
bands are using the internet as a

RECIPE OF THE WEEK: Jalapeno

Aries: 3/21 - 4/19

Gemini: 5/21 - 6/21

Monday, April 16, 2012

PHOTO COURTESY OF NOFEARENTERTAINING.BLOGSPOT.COM

Note: Nutritional value of oil
determined for
frying based on a
retention value of
10 percent after
cooking. The exact
amount may vary
depending on cook
time and temperature, ingredient
density, and the
[XMKQÅK\aXMWN WQT
used.

Nutrition Facts

1. In a medium bowl, mix the cream cheese, Cheddar cheese and bacon bits. Spoon this mixture into the jalapeno pepper halves.
2. 8]\\PMUQTSIVLÆW]ZQV\W\_W[MXIZI\M[UITTJW_T[,QX\PM[\]NNML
RITIXMVW[ÅZ[\QV\W\PMUQTS\PMVQV\W\PMÆW]ZUISQVO[]ZM\PMaIZM
well coated with each. Allow the coated jalapenos to dry for about
10 minutes.
3. Dip the jalapenos in milk again and roll them through the breadcrumbs. Allow them to dry, then repeat to ensure the entire surface
of the jalapeno is coated.
4. In a medium skillet, heat the oil to 365 degrees F (180 degrees C).
Deep fry the coated jalapenos 2 to 3 minutes each, until golden
brown. Remove and let drain on a paper towel.

Servings Per Recipe: 32
Amount Per Serving
Calories: 149
Total Fat: 12g
Cholesterol: 20mg
Sodium: 110mg
Total Carbs: 6.8g
Dietary Fiber: .5g
Protein: 3.9g

Recipes, photos and information courtesy of
www.allrecipes.com

PETS OF THE WEEK: Coop

and Simba

Coop is a 7-year-old
neutered Golden Retriever and Yellow Lab mix.
Don’t be fooled by his
age, this guy has a very
boisterous personality.
Coop was surrendered
because his previous
owner was moving and
couldn’t take him along.
In his previous home
Coop was housetrained
and did well with other
dogs.
Sometimes, around
young children, Coop
tends to jump up and
knock them over in excitement, so a home with
older kids would be best.
Coop knows sit and
come and he listens very
well. He is also treat-motivated, which makes any kind of training so
much easier.
Fetch, tug, long walks, and playing with tennis balls are some of the
activities Coop enjoys.
Photos and information courtesy of the Tri-County Humane Society.

Simba is a neutered,
1-year-old cat who is looking for a new home due to
a divorce.
In his previous home,
Simba got along well with
all ages of children, as long
as they didn’t try to pick
him up.
Simba is a little overweight and doesn’t enjoy
being held, but he will stick
by your side and likes to be
in the same room you are.
He is described as
having a social, playful
personality and enjoys a
variety of toys.
If you feel that you can
provide the loving indoor
home that Simba deserves,
then stop by TCHS and
meet him today.

Monday, April 16, 2012
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HOUSING

HOUSING

HOUSING

HOUSING

HOUSING

HOUSING

MAKE A MOVE TO
KENT HOUSING!
kenthousing.com
320-252-5500

2, 3 OR 4 BEDROOM
APTS IN HOUSE
4 blk from SCSU library. Heat
paid, free parking.
320-493-9549

NEW LISTING
2& 3 BEDROOM
Off street parking.
320-250-1393

WE’VE GOT SPACE!
We have the largest 4
Bdrm Apts. near SCSU!
Free Wi-Fi, Free Parking!
Now Renting 2012-2013
School Year! 320-240-8188
www.jjsproperty.com

2 BEDROOMS
University Drive and Lakeside
Apts, Close to SCSU www.
riversiderealestateprop.com
Call 320-251-8284

STATESIDE APTS. ON
6th Ave! 4 Bedroom Apts.
Heat Paid, A/C, D/W, Parking One Block To Halenbeck
Hall. Avail. 6/1/12 and
8/1/12 Exel Prop. 251-6005
excelpropmgmt.com

4 BEDROOM
TOWNHOMES
Roommate Matching
www.uvtownhomes.com
320-252-2633
FREE PARKING,
INDIVIDUAL LEASES
10 & 12 month leases
320-252-2633
UNIVERSITY VILLAGE
TOWNHOMES UVT’s
Free parking,
individual leases, pool
320-252-2633
www.uvtownhomes.com
SCSU HOUSES 4 RENT!
Open ‘11-’12
www.stcloudrental.com!
4 & 5 BEDROOM
HOUSES
www.quadbproperties.com
SCSU ‘12-’13
HOUSES & APTS!
**320-229-1919**
stcloudrental.com

FREE WI-FI!!!
Walk To Class! Across From
Hockey Center. 4 Bdrm
Apts. Now Renting 20122013 School Year! Off-Street
Parking! 320-240-8188
www.jjsproperty.com
3-4 BEDROOM APTS
1blk from SCSU library.
2 Full baths, A/C, D/W.
Heat paid.
320-493-9549

2012-13 SCHOOL YR!
1,2,3 & 4 Bd Available
Free Heat, Water & Garbage!
Free Basic Cable!
On Busline!!!
Call Today 320-654-8300
FREE WI-FI & BASIC
CABLE!
4 Bedroom Apartment
Individual leases,
just $285/rm
Super close to campus!
Call Lynette 320-217-4115
FEMALES AND MALES.
Private rooms in 4 bedroom
apartments. Heat paid, A/C,
D/W, parking, close.
6/1 and 8/1/12. E.P.M. 2516005.

HOMES AND
APARTMENTS
FOR RENT
stcloudhomes.com
Click on St. Cloud area
home rentals.

!FREE!CABLE!
FREE!INTERNET!
3 + 4 Bdrm large apartments
Central A/C, D/W, Heat
paid
www.ivyapartments.com
320-259-9673 - Jenny

JESUS, SATAN, ALLAH
ARE PRETEND
Faith corrupts; absolute faith
corrupts absolutely.
Question. Atheism is true.
NEW LISTING 2 & 3
BEDROOM
off street parking
320-250-1393
SCSU APTS ON 7TH.
8TH & 9TH AVE S!
10 & 12 mo. leases! Call Now!
320-229-1919
SCSU HOUSES & APTS!
CALL NOW!
320-229-1919
FEMALE ROOMMATE
WANTED TO
SHARE HOUSE
$325 all fees included
1 Block from campus
320-240-0679
4 BDRM HOUSES
www.quadbproperties.com
3 BEDROOM
APARTMENTS
320-259-9434
tkmeyerproperties.com
ONE ROOM
EFFICIENCIES.
320-259-9434
tkmeyerpropeties.com
stcloudrental.com

4 & 5 BEDROOM
HOUSES
www.quadbproperties.com
NOW RENTING FOR
2012/ 2013
Large 2 bedroom apt. Free off
street parking. Laundry, near
Hallenbeck Hall.
Call: 320-251-0029

FIND A PLACE TO
Rent Or Post Rental Listing
At radrenter.com
www.ivyapartments.com
3 & 4 Bedroom Apartments
2 -7 Bedroom Houses
320-259-9673
SCSU ‘12- ‘13 HOUSES
4 RENT!!
stcloudrental.com

scsuhomesforrent.com

CAMPUS APTS.
ON 5TH AVE!
4 Bedroom Apts. Heat Paid,
A/C, D/W, Parking 1 1/2
Blocks To Miller Library.
Avail. 6/1/12. Excel Prop.
251-6005
excelpropmgmt.com

UNIVERSITY APTS,
Large 2 Bedrooms. Close to
SCSU Also Studios, Ones,
Threes, 320-251-8284, www.
riversiderealestateprop.com

ONE, TWO, THREE
Bedrooms, Close SCSU,
320-251-8284 www.river
siderealestateprop.com

UPPER CLASS CAMPUS
HOUSES
2 BR 1 BA House
3 BR 1 BA House
4 BR 2 BA House
All with free parking &
Laundry
320-492-6123
FEMALE TO SHARE
VERY NICE 4 BDRM APT
Conviently located across
from Halenbeck Hall.
Call to view (320)333-3748
Charlamain
Apartment Homes
FINALLY LIVE ALONE!
1 BD starting at $470/month
Free parking spot/on busline
Free heat, water, garbage.
Call to tour today!
320-654-8300
FOR THE FINEST IN
AFFORDABLE
STUDENT HHOUSING
Call Excel Property Mgmt.
320-251-6005
www.excelpropmgmt.com
SCSU APTS
W/BALCONIES! AC
UNITS!
stcloudrental.com
NEW LISTING.
2 Bdr Apt Close to Campus.
Available June 1.
Call for Rate
320-260-4000
SCSU “12-13” HOUSES,
LOFTS, APTS
mpmstudenthousing.com
scsuapartments.com

2 BEDROOM APTS
1/2 blk from SCSU library.
D/W, A/C. Security.
Laundry. Heat paid.
10 or 12 month leases.
320-493-9549

HOMES AND
APARTMENTS
FOR RENT
stcloudhomes.com
Click on St. Cloud area
home rentals.

WESTVIEW
AND UNIVERSITY
WEST APTS.
4 bedroom Apts. Heat Paid,
A/C, D/W, Parking. 2 Blocks
To Miller Library. Avail.
6/1/12 Excel Prop. 251-6005
excelpropmgmt.com

2-3-4 BEDROOM APTS
Various locations. Heat paid.
320-493-9549

LOOKING FOR FOUR
MORE SCSU STUDENTS
to share house with other
women. 320-241-9999
LEASING NOW!
Single bedrooms available
in four bedroom apartment. Starting at $250.00
per month. Free heat, water,
garabage & basic cable!
Super Cloe to campus.
Call Liz 320-217-4115
www.nomgmt.com/se
3 & 4 BDRM APTS!
Close to SCSU!
stcloudrental.com
SCSU APTS W/
BALCONIES!
AC units!
stcloudrental.com
APARTMENTS
OR HOUSES
-NÅKQMVKQM[\W *LZU[
Great prices and locations
On campus or around town
Get it all with one call
St. Cloud Rental Resource Inc
320-251-4412
www.Home-Hound.com
5/1, 5/15, 6/1 AVAIL.
APTS, LOFTS, HOUSES
320-251-1925
mpmstudenthousing.com
1, 2, 3 & 4 BDRM APTS,
LOFTS, TOWNHOUSES
Avail 5/1, 5/15, 6/1
1-5 blks from SCSU
320-251-1925
mpmstudenthousing.com
1 BR. APTS
5/1, 5/15, 6/1
Charming & Cozy.
320 7th Ave S. $390-$450
H/W/S/T/ Incl.
320-251-1925
mpmstudenthousing.com

4 & 5 BEDROOM
HOUSES
www.quadbproperties.com

2 BDR APTS
Across from Holes Hall.
A/C, D/W. Heat paid.
Security. Laundry. 10 or 12
month leases.
320-493-9549

2 & 4 BEDROOMS
Now Renting 20122013 School Year! Free
Wi-Fi & Free Off Street
Parking! 320-240-8188
www.jjsproperty.com

METROVIEW
One, Two, Three Bedrooms,
Decks, Houses, Heat Paid,
Close SCSU 320-251-8284
www.riversiderealestateprop.com

2-3 OR 4 BEDROOM
APTS IN HOUSE
1/2 block from SCSU library.
Heat paid, free parking.
320-493-9549

NEW LISTING 2&3
BEDROOM
Off street parking.
320-250-1393

4 BEDROOM APTS
1 block from SCSU library.
Heat paid. 2 full baths. A/C,
D/W, laundry.
320-493-9549

stcloudhomes4rent.com
stcloudapartment.com

SAFFRON SUITES 395
5th Ave. So. Eff. Apt. Available Immediately Next To
Welcome Center Phone
320-290-2128

MAKE A MOVE TO
Kent Housing!
Kent Housing.com
or 320-252-5500
stcloudstorage.com

scsu4rent.com
3+4 BEDROOM
Apartments 4-7
Bedroom Houses.
Close To Campus. Call For
Specials 320-259-9673

4 BDR APTS
1 blk from SCSU library.
Heat paid. 2 full baths. A/C,
D/W, laundry.
320-493-9549

3 BEDROOM
TOWNHOMES
By hockey center.
Call Rick: 320-291-7002
2 BEDROOM APTS
By hockey center.
Call Rick: 320-291-7002
HOUSES CLOSE TO
CAMPUS
Put together a group
and get free rent.
320-241-9999
www.serenity-apartments.com
GREAT DUPLEX HOME!
Large 3BR, 1.5 Bath
?,0WWS]X=VÅVQ[PML
Basement
Available May 1st
Call Jacqueline 320-260-3448

SCSU APTS OPEN
‘12-’13!!
Call NOW: 320-229-1919
EFF. APTS TO
7 BDRM HOUSES
We have what you want
Prices start at $225/month
320-251-4412
www.homebound.com
$50 MOVE-IN BONUS.
2-big bedrooms neat, clean.
Includes utilities.
Possible caretaking.
Off-street parking.
$300 person.
Near Halenbeck.
320-679-3852

2ND AVENUE
TOWNHOMES.
4 bedrooms,
2 levels, 2 bathrooms.
tkmeyerproperties.com
320-259-9434
BRIDGEVIEW SOUTH
APARTMENTS.
4 bedrooms directly across
from Hockey Center.
320-259-9434
tkmeyerproperties.com
2 BEDROOM APT
Free parking 1 block from
NHC. M&J Properties.
320-980-5221
3 BLOCKS FROM
CAMPUS
10 or 12 month leases
3 + 4 bed.
320-259-9673

4 BDRM APTS!
Only $225/Rm!
Remodeled! 320-229-1919

4-6 BEDROOM HOUSES
3 + 4 bedroom apartments
www.ivyapartments.com
Call Jenny 320-259-9673

GOLF STUDENT
DISCOUNT $10
with valid ID
Angushire Golf Club call for
tee times 251-9619

3+4 BEDROOMS
University Place Apts
320-281-5170
www.universityplacestudenthousing.com

4 BDRM HOUSES
www.quadbproperties.com

$225 - $280/MO 4 BEDROOM APTS!
All buildings close to SCSU!
stcloudrental.com

SCSU AREA HOUSES
CLOSE FOR RENT
Call for information
320-240-0679

4 BDRM HOUSE
Located on 7th Ave. Close to
library. M&J Properties.
320-980-5221

GET PAID TO LOSE
WEIGHT!
Plus, we guarantee you’ll
earn $1,000 a month or we’ll
refund all your money!
www.epxbody.com

HOUSES FOR RENT
4-7 BDRM
Avail June and Aug 2012
Rent starting at $300
per/person
All util. included, off-street
parking, free laundry
320-237-7570

4 BDRM HOUSES
www.quadbproperties.com

525 13TH ST APTS
1 Block N of Hockey arena.
3&4 bedrooms $225.
Dan: 651-361-0803
danruza@live.com
ROOMS 4 RENT! HUGE
HOUSE!
320-229-1919

HOUSES 4BR - 8BR.
Prices neg. H/W/S/T &
Parking incl
2-3 blks to library. Spacious,
quality housing
320-251-1925
mpmstudenthousing.com
1021 6TH AVE S.
Just One Block from Campus
320-281-5170

3 AND 4
BEDROOM APTS
10 and 12 month leases on
5th, 6th, 7th ave.
Excel Prop. Mgmt.
251-6005
www.excelpropmgmt.com

4 BDRM HOUSES
www.quadbproperties.com
4 BEDROOM APTS.
Just One Block from Campus
320-281-5170
3 & 4 VEDROOM APTS.
Only One Block form SCSU
320-281-5170

Fbook: Premier Real
Estate Rentals

UNIVERSITY PLACE
APTS.
3 & 4 Bedrooms
12 & 10 Month Leases!
320-281-5170

1009 6TH AVE S.
One Block form Halenbeck
320-281-5170

2 BDRM APT.
Close to Campus. Competitive Rates. Call 320-260-4000

U-PLACE
Just One Block form State
320-281-5170

HOUSES TO RENT
320-240-0679
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BASEBALL
Minnesota Duluth
April 17, 1:30 p.m.
Away
Concordia-St. Paul
April 21, 1 p.m.
Home
Concordia-St. Paul
April 22, 12 p.m.
Away

SOFTBALL
Minnesota State
April 17, 3-5 p.m.
Away
MSU Moorhead
April 21, 1-3 p.m.
Home
Minnesota/Crookston
April 22, 1-3 p.m.
Home
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Columns
It’s make-or-break time
for Francisco Liriano
Sean Davich
SPORTS COLUMN

In the year 2006, an
unknown pitcher named
Francisco Liriano surfaced
for the Twins.
Liriano started his playing career in 2000 in the
San Francisco Giants farm
system before being traded
to the Twins in 2003. He
spent most of two years in
the Twins’ minor league
system before playing a few
games at the end of the
2005 season, picking up his
ÅZ[\KIZMMZ_QVWV;MX\
against the Detroit Tigers.
But it was in 2006 when
Francisco Liriano burst
onto the scene.
He dazzled his opposing batters with a wicked
slider while going 12-3 with
a 2.16 earned run average in 121 innings pitched.
Liriano earned himself an
All-Star selection and was
a two time AL Rookie of
the Month in June and July
2006. MLB.com voted him
the Rookie of the Year.
While all these achievements are great for the
San Cristobal, Dominican
Republic native, it certainly
seems like Liriano hasn’t
done much since.
In November 2006,
Liriano underwent Tommy
John surgery on his throwing elbow and he hasn’t
been as dazzling as he used
to be since then. He missed
the entire 2007 season to
recover from the surgery.

TENNIS
W: April 21-22
NSIC Tournament
TBA
M: April 20
RMAC Tournament
TBA

Like sports?
The Chronicle is currently looking for sports
writers and photographers.

6WRSE\RXURIÀFHLQ6WHZDUW+DOO
or email:
sports@universitychronicle.net

Ni`k\XYflkjgfikjXe[^\kgX`[]fi[f`e^`k%

PHOTO COURTESY OF NEWS.YAHOO.COM

Liriano’s 10.00 ERA in 2 starts has him on the hot seat for the 2012 season.

The beginning of 2008
for Liriano was simply awful. He started the season in
the minor leagues but was
recalled for three starts in
May when Kevin Slowey
got hurt. After his third
start he was sent back down
to the minors after going
0-3 with an 11.32 ERA.
However, after a few more
months in the minors, Liriano was ready to pitch in the
Twins rotation again and he
got his chance when Livan
Hernandez was designated
for assignment. Liriano won
PQ[ÅZ[\\PZMM[\IZ\[_PQTM
posting a 1.45 ERA to help
PQUÅVQ[P_Q\PIZMKWZLWN 
6-4.
2009 was somewhat of a

forgettable year for the lefty;
he went 5-13 with a 5.80
-:)QVPQ[ÅZ[\N]TT[MI[WV
back in the starting rotation
since his Tommy John surgery. But he rebounded well
in 2010, going 14-10 with a
3.62 ERA while recording
[\ZQSMW]\[OWWLNWZÅN\P
in the AL in that category.
For his efforts on the year,
Liriano won the AL Pitcher
of the Month in April and
was voted the AL Comeback Player of the Year.
In 2011, Liriano only
went 9-10 with a 5.09 ERA.
However, he did manage to
ZMKWZLPQ[ÅZ[\VWPQ\\MZI
somewhat ugly 1-0 win over
the White Sox on May 3rd.
Liriano threw 123 pitches

in the game but just 66 of
them were strikes. This was
IT[W4QZQIVW¼[ÅZ[\KIZMMZ
complete game.
And so far here in the
year 2012, Liriano’s not
TWWSQVO\WWOWWL1VPQ[ÅZ[\
two starts so far, he’s 0-1
with a 10.00 ERA in only
nine total innings pitched.
He really seems to be
struggling with his control.
I mentioned his career
highlights to show what he’s
been like on the mound
while in a Twins uniform.
Unless he duplicates his
2006 or 2010 efforts over
the rest of this season, I
don’t see Liriano throwing
for Ron Gardenhire next
year. He’s too inconsistent.
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Baseball
Continued from Page 16
and Maverick reliever
5I\PQI[*]\ITINWZÅ^MZ]V[
in the bottom of the third.
With the bases loaded,
Rindelaub continued his
hot day at the plate with
a two-RBI single to right.
The Huskies had runners at
the corners and a 8-2 lead
when Phil Imholte added
to the lead with an RBI
single. After a Fischer bunt,
Benke continued to hit for
power, crushing a double to
ZQOP\ÅMTL:QVLMTI]JIVL
Imholte scored on the play
to push the lead to a commanding 11-2.
“[Benke] is our go-to
guy,” said Pat Dolan, Husky
head coach. “His numbers
don’t always show it, but he
has been able to crush like
15 or 20 line-drives. He’s
IÅN\PaMIZ[MVQWZIVLPM¼[
ready to get us going”.
Husky starter Logan
Birr was very steady in the
contest. He went seven and

two-thirds and gave up
just three earned runs. He
struck out six and walked
four, scattering eight hits.
Bellin was charged with his
ÅZ[\TW[[WN \PMaMIZOQ^QVO
up a whopping 10 earned
runs.
Benke led the Husky
offense and had the only extra base hits for the Huskies
with an impressive 5 RBI’s
on the game. The Husky
offense was able to come
]X_Q\PPQ\[OM\\QVOÅ^M
batters with two hits.
“Our guys knew what
he had to do coming into
the second game,” Dolan
said. “We faced a good
Division-I transfer pitcher
QV\PMÅZ[\OIUMIVLPM_I[
able to do a good job.”
The Huskies will travel
to Duluth on Tuesday to
take on the University of
Minnesota, Duluth Bulldogs. They return to Joe
Faber Field on April 21
to take on Concordia in a
crucial double header. First
pitch is scheduled for 1 p.m.

JUN KAI TEOH / STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Garrett Fischer, a Redshirt freshman, takes a bat
against the Mavericks on Saturday.
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;KW\\4QM[MZXQ\KPMLUW[\WN \PMÅZ[\OIUMIOIQV[\
the Mavericks.

SCSU Fitness has
come a long way
Ryan Fitzgerald

government was able to
help fund the Fitness Center
and they moved to the main
The Fitness Center and
gym area. With that came
OZW]XÅ\VM[[XZWOZIU[PI^M
much needed equipment
UILM[QOVQÅKIV\KPIVOM[
for students to get a proper
since Christina Haukos took
workout.
over the position of Fitness
“We increased our
Coordinator in 1998.
participant
number to about
“My goodness; the
1,000
students
because
change that has taken place
\PI\¼[ITT_MKW]TLZMITTaÅ\
has been unbelievable,” said
in there,” Haukos said.
Haukos.
The main challenge in
moving there was the heat
was either on or off: in the
summer there was no air
conditioning, so sometimes
they had to close down if it
got too hot. Furthermore,
they had electrical issues
that only allowed them to
have a certain number of
treadmills, according to
Haukos.
It wasn’t until 2004 that
the programs moved to
Halenbeck Hall, and Ron
Seibring, the facilities director, played a major role in
driving the student referendum.
“He was the one who
made this building happen,”
Haukos said.
After the move the
participant number grew
dramatically from 1,000
students to about 4,000
students, thanks to the space
and funding the programs
was able to get.
The move to Halenbeck
_I[R][\QÅML_Q\P+IUX][
Rec’s need to appeal to as
YASMIN TCHMOLA / ASST. VISUALS EDITOR many students as possible;
?PMV \PM Å\VM[[ KMV\MZ UW^ML \W 0ITMVJMKS 0ITT their motto is “We offer
something for everybody.”
SPORTS COLUMN

Eastman Hall is where
it all began by housing the
Fitness Center and group
Å\VM[[XZWOZIU[
¹?PMV1ÅZ[\KIUM
here the Fitness Center was
in a class room,” Haukos
said. “There were only free
weights and a few cardio
pieces; we didn’t even have
a treadmill.”
After a while, student

YASMIN TCHMOLA / ASST. VISUALS EDITOR

Students work out in the Fitness Center in Halenbeck Hall.

People are often worried
about their weight when
\PMaÅZ[\KWUM\WKWTTMOM[W
with 35-40 Group Fitness
classes offered each week is
a great way to stay healthy
and reduce anxiety, according to Haukos.
Haukos said the reason
why there has been so much
success with the Fitness
Center is because of the
variety of programs offered
from personal trainers,
along with individual workout program orientation
and incentive programs.
“That’s why I’ve been
here so long because I love
working with such a diverse
group,” Haukos said.
Group Fitness Coordinator Danielle Berg says
there are many perks to
being involved with group
Å\VM[[W\PMZ\PIVR][\[\Iaing in shape.
“We get the opportunity
for leadership development,
skill development and
knowing all knowing all the
science components in the

exercise industry,” Berg said.
“And getting to teach classes
to students is fun because I
love to motivate others into
healthy lifestyles.”
The coordinators put in
a lot of time preparing for
students to use the Fitness
Center.
“We have to do a lot of
planning for all the events
that take place,” said EmQTa5QTTMZIOZW]XÅ\VM[[
coordinator. “We also do
a ton of marketing, but it’s
all worth it because it is so
much fun.”
The Fitness Center also
helps train some of the
sports teams in separate
classes.
“I really enjoy it because
we modify the workout just
for them,” Berg said.
If you’re looking for a
class not long in moderation, Express Abs may be
the class for you. It’s only
30 minutes long rather than
the usual 50 minutes.
“The students seem to
push themselves harder, so

I have more expectations
than other classes,” Berg
said.
Butts n Guts is for toning the whole body and has
a lot of cardio mixed in.
“Of course this is my favorite class because I teach
it,” Miller said. “It’s a lot of
fun and a great workout.”
These are but a few of
the classes that are offered
by the Fitness Center and
there are also classes that
are tailored to everybody’s
preference.
Getting people to come
and try classes is a big part
of what the Fitness Center
does by offering free classes
throughout the year.
“If we can get people
here who normally wouldn’t
come that’s great because
it makes them feel more
comfortable in the space,”
Haukos said.
The Fitness Center has
come a long way the past 15
years and wants to expand
even more in the future.
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SCSU On the Move Spring 5k: a photo story

JUN KAI TEOH / STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER
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Football
Continued from Page 16
Chris Rupe.
The spring award winners were announced next and redshirt freshman Ledell White
was lifter of the year and Beckmann was given the Ed Johnson award for dedication to
Husky football.
White got the scoring off on a three-yard touchdown run about 10 minutes into the
game. “Being able to play with some old friends and new friends was great,” White said.
“I’m just focusing on getting better each day.”
The game’s other touchdown came on a two-yard pass from redshirt quarterback
Jameson Parson who found a wide open redshirt receiver Matt Hentges.
¹<PMOIUM_I[ÅTTML_Q\P[WUMVQKMXTIa[WNNMV[Q^MTaIVLLMNMV[Q^MTaº=VLMZ_WWL
said. “We obviously got some work to do and it was kind of hard to see who stood without
_I\KPQVOÅTUº
At the end of the game the White team was faced with a fourth down, went for it and
was able cut the lead to 29-27.
?Q\PVW\QUMTMN\\PM?PQ\M\MIULQLINISMÅMTLOWITI\\MUX\IVL-TQ;PWMUISMZZIV
the ball in the end zone ending the duel in a 29-29 tie and the crowd cheered after seeing
a great back and forth game.
3TIXPISMPILI[\ZWVOW]\QVOÅVQ[PQVO\PMOIUMN XI[[QVONWZaIZL[IVL
one interception. The highlight of Klaphake’s day was a long 36 yard pass to sophomore
Dan Brown. It would’ve been a touchdown but the ball was a bit under thrown. “I got
behind the defense and was wide open and the pass was underthrown, but I managed to
catch it,” Brown said.
8IZ[WV[ÅVQ[PMLPQ[LIaWN XI[[QVONWZaIZL[_Q\PWVM\W]KPLW_VIVLPQ[TWVgest pass was 26 yards. Senior Brad Meade came in for a series on both sides completing
two passes on four attempts for 30 yards.
On the rushing side of the ball White had a strong performance scoring a touchdown
and making a nice 15-yard reception on a screen while plowing over a few Husky defenders. Junior running Mike Walker carried the ball eight times for 32 yards.
The receivers that had big games were CJ Price, who caught two balls for 35 yards
IVLR]VQWZ,IUWV<ZMI\KI]OP\NW]ZXI[[M[NWZaIZL[QVKT]LQVOIaIZLKI\KP
“We expect Treat to make big plays for us this season,” Underwood said.
On the defensive side of the ball some of the big plays included a fumble recovery by
Rupe, a sack by defensive end Jeff Bias II and a big 27-yard interception return by defensive back Jarek Kunz. He also had four tackles on the afternoon.
<PM0][SaSQKSQVOOIUM_I[QUXZM[[Q^MI[<aTMZ)TLZQLOM_MV\NWZUISQVOÅMTL
OWIT[NZWUIVLaIZL[0Q[UQ[[KIUMWVITWVOÅMTLOWITI\\MUX\NZWUaIZL[
The Husky football team reports to camp on Aug. 10 and hopes to have the team
intact and the coaches are excited to see how much individuals improve on both sides of
the ball, according to Underwood.
Advancing to the NCAA Division II Playoffs for two straight years the Huskies are
hoping to continue to dominate the NSIC when the season begins. “If we continue to
improve over the summer and our core guys are healthy we have a great chance at succeeding,” Underwood said.
The Huskies will open the 2012 season at home on Thursday, Aug. 30 at 7:00 p.m.
against one of the new members of the NSIC, the University of Sioux Falls.

SHUN JIE YONG / VISUALS EDITOR

The Huskies had their Spring football match in SCSU on Saturday.

SHUN JIE YONG / VISUALS EDITOR

Phillip Klaphake (in white) got tackled halfway to the endzone.
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Baseball splits with Minnesota

JUN KAI TEOH / STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

<PM0][SQM[TW[\\PMQZÅZ[\OIUMIOIQV[\\PM5I^MZQKS[J]\KIUMJIKS_Q\PIV_QV
Scott Hillesheim
STAFF WRITER

The Northern Sun Intercollegiate
Conference doubleheader between SCSU
Huskies and Minnesota State University,
Mankato Mavericks at Joe Faber Field in
St. Cloud.
The Mavericks narrowly took game one
by a score of 5-2, but the Huskies were able
to score swift revenge routing their rivals by
a 11-3 score. The game had a lot of importance as both of these teams are near the
top of the NSIC standings and are nationally ranked as the season rolls on.
Game One
<PM5I^MZQKS[\WWS\PMÅZ[\TMILWN \PM
OIUMQV\PMÅZ[\QVVQVOIVL_W]TLVM^MZ
relinquish this lead. Husky right-handed
pitcher Scott Lieser began the game when
he hit Lucas Skjefte in the ribs with a pitch.
Mavericks second baseman followed with a
double setting up a three-run home run by
Patrick Dockendorf to give the Mavericks
a quick 3-0. Lieser would settle down after
this and was able to pitch very well and got

out of the inning.
The Huskies were able to claw back
_Q\PIZ]VWN \PMQZW_VQV\PMÅZ[\QVning when Husky captain Joey Benke was
able to pull the ball over the right-center
ÅMTLNMVKMWNN 5I^MZQKS[[\IZ\MZ0IZ^Ma
Martin. With the score now at 3-1 in the
top of the second inning, the Mavericks
were able to set up another run when Matt
Odegaard led off with a single to center.
Mike Eckhart followed with an RBI double
to left center to score Odegaard, giving the
Mavericks a 4-1 advantage.
The Huskies offense again would come
back with a run in the bottom half of the
second when Husky third baseman Sean
Borman led off with a walk. Sophomore
catcher Travis Enger brought Borman
home with a two-out RBI double to right
center. Steve Rindelaub followed with a
[QVOTM\WZQOP\ÅMTL_PMV5I^MZQKSZQOP\
ÅMTLMZ-KSPIZ\KIUM]X_Q\PIVW]\ÅMTL
assist, throwing Enger out at the plate to
end the inning. The play at the plate was
close and a few Husky fans disagreed with
the call.

With the score now at 4-2 in favor of
the Mavericks and momentum in their
corner, pitchers Martin and Lieser began to
take over and get comfortable. Lieser would
earn the loss in a complete game effort. In
seven innings, he struck-out six and walked
one. Martin picked up the win, going six
innings. He gave up two earned runs on
four Husky hits. He walked two and struck
W]\Å^M
<PM5I^MZQKS[_MZMIJTM\WÅVQ[P\PM
scoring in the top of the seventh when
Eckhart singled and advanced to second
on a ground out. Dockendorf added his
fourth RBI of the contest when he singled
in Eckhart. Maverick reliever Nick Sutherland picked up the save pitching a scoreless
seventh inning.
Game Two
<PM0][SQM[KIUMW]\ÅZQVOWVITT
cylinders in game two. The Mavericks were
IOIQVIJTM\W[KWZMIÅZ[\QVVQVOZ]V_PMV
Skjefte led the contest off with a double.
After advancing to third on a ground out,
Skjefte was able to score on an RBI ground
out by Ben Kincaid.

The Huskies were not phased by the
Mavericks’ early 1-0 lead and the bats
KIUMW]\WVÅZMIOIQV[\5I^MZQKSXQ\KPMZ
Bryce Bellin. With two outs, Benke and
0][SaKMV\MZÅMTLMZ*ZQIV0IV[MVLZM_
walks. Borman followed with a single to
left to load the bases. Freshman Michael
Jurgella followed with a two-RBI single to
KMV\MZÅMTL
?Q\P\PMQZÅZ[\TMILWN \PMIN\MZVWWV\W
work with, the Huskies added to their 2-1
lead in the fourth inning. With two runners
WVZQOP\ÅMTLMZ/IZZM\\.Q[KPMZ_I[IJTM
\WKZ][PI[QVOTMWNN \PMZQOP\ÅMTL_ITT\W
score Rindelaub from second. With a pair
of runners on, Benke was again able to
show off his power. This time his homer
_MV\\W\PMWXXW[Q\MÅMTL\WTMN\\WOQ^M
the Huskies a commanding 6-1 lead. The
homer was his seventh of the year.
The Mavericks were able to cut the
lead to 6-2 in the top half of the third, but
the Huskies jumped all over starter Bellin
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Football ties game at 29
Ryan Fitzgerald
SPORTS EDITOR

The Husky football team concluded its
spring season with the annual spring game
Saturday in perfect weather conditions at
Husky Stadium that pitted defense against
offense and ended in a 29-29 tie with special scoring.
The Huskies are coming off one of
the best seasons in recent years being 9-3
and reigning Northern Sun Intercollegiate
Conference co-champions.
The spring game was the culmination

of all 15 practices the Huskies had in the
spring. “It was great to be in a competitive
phase on such a nice day,” said head coach
Scott Underwood. “It also gave us a chance
to see where our young players are at.”
Underwood announced the newly
elected captains and the spring award
winners in a brief half-time ceremony. The
captains are junior quarterback Phillip
Klaphake, senior offensive lineman Andrew
Beckmann and senior defensive lineman
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SCSU students start
spring 5k on campus

A PHOTO STORY BY JUN KAI TEOH AND SHUN JIE YONG
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